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Abstract
Put A  =  F , [ z i , . . .  ,Za], and le t /  be an ideal o f .4. Let be a ll
the Fç-rational points o f V { I ) .  Define a map ip : A / 1  — F " by (p{f) =  
( / ( P i ) , . . . , / (P „ ) ) ,  where /  is any preimage o f /  under the canonical map 
from  A  to  A / / .  Let { / , | i  E N }  be a basis o f A / /  as an F ,-vector space. 
Define the affine variety code C  and its  dual C'*" by
^  ~  V^((/l7 • • • ) fm))'i
is the orthogonal complement o f C  w ith  respect to the usual inner product 
in  F ".
We show tha t any linear code can be expressed as an affine variety code.
When a code C  is represented as an affine variety code, problems o f de­
coding and find ing the m inim um  distance o f C may be expressed as questions 
about polynom ial ideals.
Using the theory o f Grobner bases, along w ith  computer programs th a t cal­
culate Grobner bases, we show how to decode and find  the m inim um  distance 
o f any linear code.
IV
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Chapter 1 
Affine Variety Codes
1.1 D efin ition o f AflBne Variety Codes 
Let F , be the fin ite  fie ld w ith  q elements {q =  p*" for some prime p and some 
positive integer r). Let S Ç F , [ x i , . . .  ,Xs]. A  solution, or zero, o f 5  is an 
s-tuple (a i , . . . ,a s )  G F* =  F , x  F , x • • • x  F , (s factors), where F , is an 
algebraically closed extension fie ld  o f F , and / ( c i , . . . ,  a^) =  0  fo r a ll /  in  S. 
The set o f a ll zeros o f S, denoted V{S),  is called the affine variety in  F^ defined 
by S [Hu, p. 409]. In  symbols,
V{S)  :=  { (a i , . . . ,a s )  € F® : / ( a i , . . . , o , )  =  0 V /  G 5 } .
The elements (o i , . . . ,  a,) of V{S)  are known as the points o f V{S).  Those 
points o f V{S),  a ll o f whose coordinates lie  in  F ,, are called the Fq-rational 
points  o f V (5 ) .
Note th a t i f  I  is the ideal o f F , [ x i , . . .  ,Xa] generated by 5 , then V { I )  =  
V{S).  A lso note tha t, in  our term inology, a variety need not be an irreducible 
subset o f affine space.
Conversely, for a subset Y  Ç F^, define Î ( V )  by
X{Y)  :=  { /  G F , [ x i , . . .  ,Xs] : / ( o i , . . .  , 0 *) =  0 V ( o i , . . . ,Oa) G Y } .
By H ilb e rt’s Nullstellensatz [Hu, p. 412], X {V { I ) )  =  y/J, where \/7  denotes 
the radical o f I .  Also, note th a t V { I )  =  V{X{V { I ) ) )  =  V { \ / î )  [Hu, p. 409, 
Lemma 7.1].
D e f i n i t i o n  1.1.1 Let /  be any  ideal of F , [ x i , . . .  ,Xs]. Define
Iq : = /  +  (Xi’ - X l , . . . , X a ’ -X a ).
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P ro p o s itio n  1.1.2 Let I  be an ideal o f F , [x i, . . . Then the points o f 
V{Iq) are the Fq-rational points  o f V’( f) .
P r o o f .  Because I  is contained in  Iq, the variety V ( /,)  is contained in 
the variety V { I ) .  Let ( o i , . . .  ,a,) be a point o f V{Iq). Since the polynom ial 
/,- =  Xi^ — Xi is an element o f / „  / . ( o i , . . . ,  o ,) =  0 . S ubstitu ting  a,- fo r x,, we 
have a,*̂  — a,- =  0. A  well-known result o f fin ite  field theory [L N l, Lemma 2.3, 
Theorem 2.6, pp. 44-45] states tha t a,- Ç F , i f  and only i f  a,-̂  — ai — 0. Thus 
a,- G F , for 1 <  i <  s. By definition, (a i, . . . ,O s) is an F ,-ra tio n a l point o f
y ( f ) .
Conversely, suppose ( o i , . . .  ,Og) is an F ,-ra tio n a l po in t o f V { I ) .  Then 
since a,- G F , fo r 1 <  z <  s, we have a,-̂  — a, =  0 , by the same result quoted 
earlier. T h u s , / . ( o i , . . .  , 0 ^) =  0 where/ , =  — Since (a i , . . . ,a s )  S V { I ) ,
g { ü i , . . . , Os) =  0 fo r a ll p G f . We can write any polynom ial G { x i , . i n  
the ideal /  +  (xi^ — X i , . . . ,  x,^ — x ,) in  the form
3
G{^X\, . . . ,  Xg] — q {̂x \ , . . . ,  X5) -f" h{(^x\, . . . ,  Xg) (x{^ Î
t= i
fo r some g {x i , . . .  ,Xg) G /  and / i , ( x i , . . . , x,) G F , [ x i , . . . , x,], 1 <  z <  5 . Since 
g {a i , . . . ,  Os) = 0  and / , ( a i , . . . ,  o,) = 0  (where /,- =  x,-’  — x,), i t  follows tha t 
G {a i , . . .  ,Os) = 0 ,  and therefore ( o i , . .. , 0 3 ) G V{Iq). □
Since F , consists o f q elements, V { I )  contains at most F ,-ra tio n a l points; 
hence the number o f points o f V{Iq) is fin ite .
D e f in it io n  1.1.3 Let /  be an ideal o f F , [ x i , . . . ,  Xsj. I f  the number o f points 
o f V(7) is fin ite , then I  is said to be a zero-dimensional ideal [A L , pp. 63-64).
R e m a rk  Clearly, Iq is a zero-dimensional ideal.
For the proof o f the next result we w ill need Seidenberg’s Lemma 92 [Sei], 
stated here as given in  Becker and Weispfenning [BW , p. 341).
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Lemma 1.1.4 (Seidenberg’s Lemma 92) Let J  be a zero-dimensional ideal 
o f F ç [x i , . . . ,Xs], and assume tha t for 1 <  i  <  s, J  contains a polynomial 
f i  G F ,[x ,] with gcd(/,-,/,-) =  1. Then J  is an intersection o f ün ite ly many 
maximal ideals. In particular, J  is then radical.
C o r o lla r y  1.1.5 Let I  be an ideal o f F , [ x i , . . . ,  x^]. Then f ,  is a radical 
ideal.
P r o o f .  Since we already know is a zero-dimensional ideal, i t  suffices to 
show tha t gcd(/,-, /,•) =  1 fo r /,• =  x,-  ̂— x,-, 1 <  * <  s. The form al derivative 
f-  o f f i  is qx{’’~  ̂ — 1. Since q =  p’’ and we are working in  chaxacteristic p, 
/■ =  Ox,-’ “  ̂ — 1 =  —1, which means gcd(/,-,/,•) =  1. Therefore, by Lemma 
1.1.4, Iq is radical. □
Note tha t for any po in t P  =  ( o i , . . .  ,o,) G V{Iq),  and for any polynom ial 
/  G F , [ x i , . . .  ,Xg], when we calculate f { P )  =  / ( o i , . . . ,  ûs), we obtain an 
element o f F ,, because a ll the coordinates a,- are elements o f F ,, and so are a ll 
the coefficients o f / .
Let R  =  F , [ x i , . . . ,  Xs]/Iq. The ring R  is called the coordinate ring o f the 
variety V{Iq), and the polynom ial functions in R  are called regular functions 
on V{Iq).  Designate the elements o f i? as usual by / ,  where /  denotes the 
equivalence class /  -f- Iq, fo r /  G F , [ x i , . . .  ,x ,]. Note tha t i î  is an F ,-vector 
space.
Lemma 1.1.6 The dimension o f R  as an Fq-vector space is n, the number o f 
points in V{Iq).
P r o o f .  Since Iq is a radical ideal and V{Iq) =  { P i , . . . , P „ }, we have
Iq =  M l  n  M 2 n  • • • n Mn ,
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where M,- is the m axim al ideal o f F , [ x i , . . .  ,Xa] corresponding to the point 
P;, i  =  P ut A  =  F , [ x i , . . . ,Xs]. Then, by the Chinese Remainder
Theorem [Hu, C oro lla ry I I I .2.27, p. 132],
R  =  A/Iq  — A /M \  ® A fM 2  ® • • • ® AfM n-
If Pi =  (a .i,. . . ,  a.s), then M,- =  (xi — an,..., x, — a,a). Hence A/M,- =  F ,, 
since a,-i,. . . ,  a,g axe in F ,. Thus dimR =  n as an F,-vector space. □
Let A "  =  F ” be affine n-space over F ,, where n is the number of points of 
V{Ig). Fix an ordering F i , . . . ,  of the points Ff of V{Ig).
Define a map 4> : R  — > A "  by
0 ( / ) = ( / ( A ) , . . . , / ( P n ) ) ,
where /  =  f + I g .  We have already noted tha t /(F ;)  G F , fo r /  G F , [ x i , ...,% ,] 
and Pi G V{Ig). So 4>{f) G A " .  Because F  is a quotient o f vector spaces, we 
must take care th a t <t> is well-defined. Suppose / i  =  J2 . Then /a =  / i  +  5, 
where ^ is a polynom ial in  / , .  Then, fo r F  E V{Ig),
/ 2 (F )  =  ( / i  + ^ ) ( F )  =  / i ( F )  + ^ ( F ) .
Since g G Ig, g{Pi) =  0 fo r any F  E V{Ig). So / 2 (F ) =  / i ( F )  +  0 =  / i( F ) .  
Therefore, 0 ( / i )  =  0 (A ) i  and 0 is well-defined.
Lemma 1.1.7 The map 0 is an isomorphism ofFg-vector spaces.
P r o o f .  We sim ply use the definitions o f polynom ial addition and scalar 
m u ltip lica tion  to  see th a t 0  is linear.
To show th a t 0  is one-to-one, suppose th a t 0 ( / i)  =  0 (A )-  Then 0 (A  — 
A ) =  0 E A " ; th a t is, / i  — f 2 is 0 on every po in t o f V{Ig).  By the N ullstel­
lensatz, tha t im plies f i  — /g is an element o f B ut since Ig is
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a radical ideal [C orollary 1.1.5]. Since / i  — /z  €  / i  — /2  =  0, which means
A = A.
By Lemma 1.1.6 R  has dimension n as an F ,-vector spaces, as does A ". 
Since <f> is one-to-one, the image o f 4> also has dimension n. Consequently, 4> 
is onto and is therefore an isomorphism. □
Recall th a t a linear code o f length n over F , is a vector subspace o f F^. 
Now le t I  be any ideal o f F , [ x i , . . .  ,x ,]. Le t L  be an F ,-vector subspace 
o f F , [ x i , . . . ,  X a ]//,, and le t F i , . . . ,  P„ be a ll the points o f 1^(7,).
D e f in it io n  1.1.8 We define the affine variety codes C { I ,  L)  and C ^ { I ,  L) as 
follows:
C (7 ,L )= (A (L ) ,
C ^ { I , L ) = < K L ) ^ ,
where 0 (L ) is the image o f the subspace L  under the map 0, and (j){L)^ is the 
orthogonal complement o f 0(7-) in A "  w ith  respect to the usual inner product 
on A ".
R e m a r k  In general, a  different ordering of th e  po in ts  F i , . . . ,  of the variety 
V{Ig) gives a  different, b u t equivalent, linear code.
R e m a r k  I f  Fo is a subfield o f F ,, we may also consider the subfield subcodes 
obtained by taking the intersections C (7 ,7) D Fg or C-^{1,7) f l Fg.
We w ill show in  the next section tha t every linear code may be represented 
as an affine variety code. We end th is section w ith  some examples showing 
th a t some well-known classes o f codes may na tu ra lly  be viewed as affine variety 
codes.
E x a m p le  1.1.9 Reed-Solomon codes [LG, p. 19]. Let s =  1. Take I  =  (0). 
Then / ,  =  (x^ — x) and V{Ig) is exactly the set o f F ,-ra tio n a l points o f F^.
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So V{Iq)  is Fç, and n =  q. Let a be a generator o f F ^ , where F ^  is the 
m u ltip lica tive  group o f F ,. Order the elements o f V{Iq) as follows:
P i = a ^ , P 2  =  a ^ , . . . ,  Pq-i =  =  1, P , =  0.
Let C  be the linear subspace o f A ’  =  F | consisting o f the images
o f the polynom ials /  o f degree less than k  in  F,[ar]. As a basis fo r th is  set o f 
polynom ials we may take the set { I , x ,  C F , [x ] / / ,  and ca ll the
span o f th is set L.  Then the affine variety code C  =  C { I , L )  is equivalent 
to an extended Reed-Solomon code o f dimension k. This de fin ition  o f Reed- 
Solomon codes as affine variety codes is com patible w ith  the orig ina l approach 
o f Reed and Solomon. They noted tha t since a univariate polynom ial cannot 
have more than A: — 1 zeros i f  its  degree is less than k, the m inim um  weight, 
and hence the m inim um  distance, o f C  is a t least n — k +  I. Note th a t the 
dual code o f a Reed-Solomon code is also a Reed-Solomon code.
To obta in  a non-extended Reed-Solomon code, take I  =  — 1). Then
Iq =  — x) =  / ,  since x^—x =  (x ’ “  ̂—l)x .  Including the polynom ial
x^~^ — 1 in  /  restricts the points P,- o f V ( /,)  to  the nonzero elements o f F ,.
E xa m p le  1.1.10 Generalized Reed-Muller codes [DGM, p. 409]. These codes 
are analogues o f extended Reed-Solomon codes (viewed as in  Example 1.1.9) 
w ith  the variety V{Iq)  =  F® instead o f F ,. So /  =  (0) and Iq =  ( x i ’  — 
X i, . . . ,  Xs’ —Xs) ; the points o f V ( /,)  are the points o f F®, and L  is the subspace 
o f F , [ x i , . . . ,  X s j// ,  o f a ll s-variable polynom ials o f to ta l degree at most u, for 
some integer v w ith  0 <  u <  s(ç—1). Then C { I ,  L)  is the u-th order generalized 
Reed-M uller code P (u, s) over F ,.
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E xa m p le  1.1.11 One-point algebraic-geometric codes. A n algebraic-geometric 
code (AG  code), also called a geometric Goppa code, is a linear subspace of 
F ” , specified using ideas o f algebraic geometry. We le t X  be a nonsingular, 
absolutely irreducible projective curve defined over F „  w ith  P i , . . . , P „  F ,-
ra tiona l points o f X , and le t D  be the divisor P i +  P; -I +  P „. Let G be a
divisor ra tiona l over F , w ith  support d isjo int from  D. Define L{G)  as usual to 
be the linear subspace o f the function fie ld of X  consisting o f the zero function 
along w ith  a ll functions /  satisfying ( / )  +  G >  0, where ( / )  is the divisor of 
/ .  In  other words, i f  we w rite  G =  E f= i ~  Z L i w ith  a ll n,-, m,- >  0 , 
we include a ll functions /  in  the function field which have zeros o f order at 
least rrii a t and th a t may have poles of order at most n,- at Q,. L{G)  is 
a fin ite-dim ensional vector space over F , [LG, p. 46]. Then [LG, p. 55] the 
linear code C {D,  G) o f length n associated to the pair {D, G) is the image of 
the linear map rp : L{G)  — v F ”  defined by /  1-4  ̂ ( / (P i) ,  • • •, / (P i ) ) -
A  one-point AG code is an AG code G (D ,G ) w ith  G =  m P fo r some 
point P  o f X  and some integer m. The divisor D  is P i 4- • • • +  P „, where 
( P i , . . . ,  P „} U { P }  is the set o f a ll the F ,-ra tiona l points o f X .
By embedding X  in  a possibly larger-dimensional pro jective space in a 
particu la r way, we w ill be able to view a one-point AG code C {D ,G )  as an 
affine varie ty code. I f  P  is the only point of X  th a t lies on the hyperplane 
at in fin ity , then the ra tiona l functions in  L{G)  are polynom ial functions on 
the affine curve Xq, which contains a ll the points P i , . . . ,  P% of D.  We want, 
therefore, to embed X  in  a possibly larger-dimensional pro jective space so that 
th is is the case.
Let g denote the genus o f X . Let P  be an Fg-rational po in t o f X . Consider 
the complete linear system on X  defined by the divisor (2g +  1)P. By the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Riemann-Roch Theorem [Ha, IV , Section 3], th is linear system has projective 
dimension ^ +  1 and defines an embedding
(where is pro jective g +  1-space over F ,). Moreover, homogeneous coor­
dinates Vo, y j , . . . ,  Ygj^i can be chosen on th is projective space so th a t
^(%)n{Yo = o} = {^(P)}.
Put Xa =  i p {X ) \ { tp {P ) } . Then is a curve in  =  P®+^\(yo =  0}. 
Put I  =  Z{Xa) Ç F , [ y i , . . . , yg+i], where y,- =  Yi IY q fo r f  =  1 , . . . , y -t- !..
The functions in  the linear space L{mi>{P)) are certain polynom ials in  the 
variables y i , . . .  ,Vg+i- Saints [Sai, pp. 130-134] showed th a t the one-point AG 
codes C {D ,m P )  and C{D ' ,m ip {P))  are the same, where D  is the sum o f the 
Fq-rational points o f X \ { P }  and D'  is the sum o f the Fq-rational points of 
ip{X)\{ ' tp{P)}. Since the functions in L{mif){P)) are polynom ials, the one- 
po in t AG code C { D , m P )  is the affine variety code C { I , L ) ,  where L  is the 
image o f L{mip{P)) in  F q [y i , . . . , y j+ i ] / / , -
R e m a rk  Affine varie ty codes are very closely related to  the evaluation codes 
considered by H oholdt, van L in t, and Pellikaan [H LP j. P u t A  =  F q [z i , . . .  ,Xj] 
and le t /  be an ideal o f A.  Let P i , . . . ,  P„ be Fq-rational points o f V { I ) .  (In 
[HLP], these are not necessarily a ll the Fq-rational points o f V { I ) ) .  Define a 
map ip : A j l  — > F "  by ip{f) =  ( / ( P i ) , . . . ,  /(P n )), where /  is any preimage 
o f /  under the canonical map from  A  to A /7 . Let {/,jz  G N }  be a basis o f 
.4 /7  as an Fq-vector space. Define the evaluation code Em and its  dual Cm by
Em — V^((A) • • • 1 /m ))
Cm =  E t .
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Let be linearly independent elements in  i2 =  A j l ^ .  Let / i ,
i  =  1 , . . . ,  m, be a preimage in  A j l  o f f i  under the canonical map from  A f l  
to  A/Iq.  Extend / i , . - •, /m to a basis o f A f l .  P ut L  =  ( ( / i , . . . ,  fm))- Then it  
is easy to see tha t the AV  code C(7, L) (respectively, L))  is equal to the 
evaluation code Em (respectively Cm), where P u - •■■,Pn are a ll the F ,-ra tion a l 
points o f y  (7).
1.2 V iew ing Linear Codes as A ffine V arie ty Codes 
In  this section we show tha t any linear code can be viewed as an affine variety 
code. We already showed, in  section 1 o f th is chapter, th a t i f  there are exactly n 
F ,-ra tio n a l points P i , . . . ,  P„ in  the affine variety V (7) Ç F*, (so tha t | V (7 ,) | =  
n), then there is an F ,-vector space isomorphism
0 : F , [x i , . . . ,X s ] /7 ,  — > A "
given by
4 / )  =  ( / ( f i ) ........ /(P .) ) .
Because 4> is onto, fo r any n-tuple (o i , . . . ,  a„) whose coordinates are elements 
o f F ,, there is an element /  G F , [ x i , . . . ,  x ,]/7 , such tha t
/ ( P i)  =  Oi, /(P 2 ) =  02, . . . ,  /(P „ )  =  o „.
Assuming th a t we know a variety V [ I ]  w ith  exactly n F ,-ra tio n a l points, we 
may view each o f the m rows o f any m x n m a trix  whose entries come from 
F , as the image under the map 0 of some element o f F , [ x i , . . . ,  Xg]/7,. In  
particular, we may express pa rity  check matrices and generator matrices o f 
linear codes in  th is way.
We intend, then, to construct a variety w ith  exactly n F ,-ra tiona l points. 
In  the process, we w ill also obtain explic it formulas fo r the desired elements /  
o f Fg(x 1 , . . . , Xg]/7g.
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F irs t, we need some notation and a few lemmas.
Let J  designate the ideal generated by the zero polynom ial in  F ,[ari,. . . ,  Xs]. 
As we have already observed, V  =  V (J ,) is the set o f points o f F®. There are 
exactly g® such points. By Lemma 1.1.7, F , [ x i , . . .  =  F^' by the F ,-
vector space isom orphism  (f>, where 0 ( / )  is the evaluation o f /  on the points 
ofF®.
D e f in it io n  1.2.1 Let P i , . . . ,P ,#  be the points o f F®. The characteristic 
function
ep. : V  — F ,
is the function th a t sends P; to 1 6  F , and Pj to  0 E F „  i  j .
C learly, any function /  : V  — )• F , can be w ritte n  as an F ,-lin ea r combi­
nation o f characteristic functions.
Lemma 1.2.2 [DG M , p 406]. Suppose Pi =  (a,i,a,-2 , • • . ,a,s),with E F ,  
for 1 <  A; <  s. Deûne a polynomial Ep. E F , [ x i , . . . ,  Xg] by Pp. =  n t = i ( l  — 
(xfc — aik)''~^)- Then Ep. restricted to F® is the chaxacteristic function ep..
P r o o f .  Since =  1 for any nonzero a E F ,, the polynom ial 1 — (x t — 
=  0 whenever Xfc ^  a.t; thus the polynom ial Ep. is the same as the 
characteristic function  ep. on the points o f F®. □
The characteristic functions ep., i  =  l , . . . ,ç ® ,  span the F ,-vector space 
F , [ x i , . . . ,  Xs]/Jq =  R, and since there are g® o f them, they form  an F ,-vector 
space basis for R.
Now le t ly  be a subset o f V  and suppose |IV | =  n <  g®. By renumbering
the Pi i f  necessary, we may assume that W  =  ( P i , . . . ,  P „}.
As an F ,-vecto r space R =  F , [ x i , . . .  ,Xg]/J, =  Vi ® V2 where I4  is the 
vector subspace generated by {epj, . . . ,  ep„ }  and V2 is the vector subspace gen­
erated by {cp„^,, . . . ,  Gp^,}. Note tha t the characteristic functions generating
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Va are zero on a ll the points P^,. . . ,  P „ o f W.  That means the corresponding 
Epn+i, - - -, are also zero on a ll the points o f W , and therefore they are 
elements o f X{W).
L e m m a  1.2.3 Let I  be the ideal , Ep^,). Then Ig =  I  +  (x j —
x i , . . . , x f  — Xs) = X { W ) .
P r o o f . We noted in  the paragraph above tha t P'p.+i, . . . ,  P'p,. are a ll 
elements o f X[W ),  and certainly the polynom ials x f — x i , . . . ,  x f  — are also 
elements o f X (W ), because every po in t o f W  is an F ,-ra tion a l po in t. Therefore 
Ig<ZX{W).
To show th a t X{W)  Ç we prove the contrapositive. Suppose a polyno­
m ial /  is not an element o f Ig. Consider f  in R =  F , [ x i , . . . ,  Xs]/Jg. Since the 
functions ep., i  =  1 , . . . ,  ç®, are a basis fo r R, f  =  YliLi a,ep., where the a, are 
elements o f F ,. So /  =  {J2i=i o-iEpi) + ÿ , where g is some element o f J ,. Thus, 
/  =  E "= i o-iEpi +  bjEp. +  g. Since E ’ l „ + i  bjEp. 4 -^  is an element of
/q, there must be some a,-, 1 <  î <  n, w ith  a,- ^  0, because we have assumed 
/  is not  an element o f Ig. Say a,„ ^  0. Then /  is nonzero on P „ G W,  and 
consequently, /  cannot be an element o f X{W).  □
We have constructed an ideal Ig such th a t V{Ig) has exactly n Fq-rational 
points, as we wanted. Note tha t since Ig =  %(W), Ig is a radical ideal. The 
fo llow ing theorem summarizes the results o f the discussion above.
T h e o r e m  1.2.4 For any set { P i , . . . ,  P „ }  in F*, we can construct a gener­
ating set S fo r a radical ideal Ig o f  F q [x i , . . . ,  x,] such that V{S)  =  V{Ig)  =  
{ P i , . . . ,  P „ } .  Moreover, given any n-tuple {b i, . . . ,  6„) o f  elements o f  Fq, we 
can construct a polynomial f  in  F q [x i , . . . ,  x ,] such that f {P i )  =
P r o o f . We have already proved the firs t statement in  the theorem. To
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construct the polynom ial / ,  take /  =  biE{. □
D e f in it io n  1.2.5 Let W  =  { P i , . . . , P „ }  be an affine varie ty Ç F *. Let 
/ i , . . . ,  /m be polynom ials in  F , [ z i , .. .,%*]. We ca ll the m a trix  M  =  [a,j], 
where a,y =  f i {P j ) ,  a polynom ial evaluation m atrix  fo r W .
T h e o re m  1.2.6 We can construct any m x n  m atrix  M , whose entries come 
from some Gnite Geld F ,, as a polynomial evaluation m a tr ix  fo r some affine 
variety W  contained in  F* fo r some s, w ith \W\ =  n.
P r o o f .  Take s to be a positive integer such that n <  q^. Let P i , . . . ,  P ,. be 
the points o f F®. Take W  to be the points P i , . . . ,  P „; by our previous results, 
W  =  K(S), where 5  =  {^ i?  -  z i , . . . ,  z /  -  , . . . ,  }.
Suppose M  =  [a,y], a,y € F ,. Let /,-, 1 <  i  <  m, be the polynom ial given 
by Z)y=i o-ijEj- Then /.(Py) =  a,y, and M  is a polynom ial evaluation m atrix 
on W . □
E xa m p le  1.2.7 Constructing an identity m atrix  using polynomials.
Let W  be the Fa-rational points o f F j.  Note tha t
W  =  {P i =  (0,0,0), Pa =  (0,0, l),P a  =  (0 ,1 ,0 ) , . . . ,  Pg =  (1,1,1)}.
In th is case, as we have already seen more generally, X{W )  is the radical 
ideal (%i^ -  X]_,X2  ̂ -  X2 ,xz^ -  xz) of Fa [x i,X 2,X3].
We next calculate the polynom ials Ep., i  =  1 , . . .  ,8. For example, to 
calculate Ep^, we note th a t Pa =  (0,0,1); so by Lemma 1.2.3,
Ppj =  ( l - ( x i  - 0 ) ^ ) ( l - ( x a - 0 ) ^ ) ( l - ( x 3 - l ) ^ )  =  xiXaX3-l-xiX3-t-xaX3-fX3.
Consider the ç® x  g® =  8 x 8 m a trix  M  w ith  M  =  [P ,(Py)], i  =  1 , . . .  ,8, 
j  =  1 , . . . ,  8. This m atrix, shown below, is the 8 x 8  id e n tity  m atrix .
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Pi Pj P3 p. Ps Ps Pr Pg
El =  X1X2X3 +X1X2 +  X1X3 +  X2X3 + r i  +  rj +13 +  1 / 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 \
Bz = X1X2X3 +X1X3 + X2X3 +13 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
£3 = 1113X3 +X1X3 + X3Z3 + X3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
E\ = X1X2X3 + X3Z3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Es =  Z1X3I3 +XIX2 +Xll3 + XI 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Eg =  X1X2X3 +X1X3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
EV =  X1X3X3 +X1X3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Eg =  X1X2X3 \  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
T h e o r e m  1.2.8 Any linear code is an affine variety code.
P r o o f .  Any linear code C is a vector subspace o f some finite-dim ensional 
Fq-vector space, so we can find a parity check m a trix  M  fo r C. By Theorem 
1.2.6, we can represent M  as a polynom ial evaluation m a trix  [/.(P j)] for some 
fin ite  affine variety W  =  { P i , . . . ,  P „} contained in  F^, fo r some integer s, and 
polynom ials f i , . . . , f m  o f F , [ x i , . . .  ,z,]. Thus, C  is the affine variety code 
C ^{ I ,  L)  where / ,  =  X{}V) and L  is the linear subspace o f F , [ x i , . . .  ,Xs]//, 
generated by the images o f the polynomials /,-, f =  1 , . . . ,  m. □
R e m a r k  Rather than constructing a parity  check m a trix  o f a linear code, 
we could instead construct its  generator m a trix  as a polynom ial evaluation 
m a trix , say w ith  the polynom ials g i , . . . , gm-  Le tting  L  be the linear subspace 
o f F q [x i , . . . ,  Xs]//q generated by the images o f the polynom ials ^ i , . . . ,  we 
see tha t C  is the affine variety code C{I ,L) .
E x a m p l e  1.2.9 Ternary Golay code [Go] A  p a rity  check m a trix  for the 
ternary Golay code is:
( I  0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 0 \
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 2
M  = 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 1 0 1 2
0 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 2 1
\ 0  0 0 0 1 1 0 2 2 1 1 /
the entries in th is m a trix  are elem ents of F3.
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The number o f columns o f M  is n =  1 1 . We need an integer s w ith  n <  3*, 
so we take s =  3. Rather than use the variables Z i, zg, a^d x^, we w ill use x, 
y, and z.
We order the points o f F 3 as follows;
Pi =  (0 , 0 , 0 ), P2 =  (0 , 0 , 1 ), P3 =  (0 , 0 , 2 ), P4 =  (0 , 1 , 0 ) , . . . ,  P27 = (2,2,2).
The firs t eleven points are P i =  ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) , ,  P n  =  (1,0,1).
The ideal I  Ç  F 3 [ar, y,z] such th a t V{Iz)  =  { P i , .. • ,P i i }  is generated by 
the polynom ials P p , j , . . . .  E p „. We construct each Ep^ using the form ula in  
Lemma 1.2.2. For example,
Epi2 =  -^(1,0,2) =  =  (2x ^ + 2 x ) ( l + 2 y^)(2 z^+z)
I f  we want, we can use software to find a sm aller generating set for 7, or in 
this case, inspection and some experim entation reveal th a t we may take I  to 
be the ideal {xy, x  +  2 x^, xz^ +  2 xz).
Next, we construct the polynomials Ep^, . . . ,  , then calculate the poly­
nomial f i  g iv ing  the *-th row o f the m a trix  M  by
11
ft =  Y^O‘ijEp., 
i= i
where a,y is the i , j  entry o f the m atrix  M  above. We then have the follow ing 
polynom ial evaluation m atrix [/,(P /)] w ith  
/ i  =  1 - f X -f- y — xz -I- y^ -  z^ -I- y^z,
f 2  =  y -  Z +  xz  — y^ +  yz -  ->r y^z,
=  X — y ->t z +  xz +  y"̂  +  yz -  z"̂  — y ^ z +  yz^ — y^z^,
/4  =  —X -F y — xz -f- y^z — yz^ — y^z^, and
/s =  x 4-yz^:
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(000) (001) (002) (010) (Oil) (012) (020) (021) (022) (100) (101)
fl f  1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 0 \
A 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 2
/a 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 1 0 1 2
A 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 2 1
/s I  0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 2 1 1 /
By taking  the dimension s o f the affine space F® large enough, we can 
ensure th a t the polynom ials / i , . . . ,  /m generating L  are monomials.
T h e o r e m  1.2.10 Any linear code C can be represented as an affine variety
code L) for some ideal I  Q and for some integer s, with
L =  ( ( / i , . . . ,  /m )) and / i , . . . ,  /m monomials.
P r o o f .  Let the code C have m x n  p a rity  check m a trix  M  =  [a,y], w ith
Oij € F , fo r a ll i , j .  I f  a ll the columns o f M  are d is tinc t, take s =  m (the 
number o f rows o f M ), and for j  =  1 , . . .  ,n , take the point Pj to  be the m- 
tuple (oiy, . . . ,  üjnj). T ha t is, P j is the j-th . colum n o f M . Take P „+ i, . . . ,  F,». to 
be a ll the other points o f F™, ordered a rb itra rily . Take /  =  , . . . ,  ),
as in  the construction o f I  in  Theorem 1.2.6. Take f i  =  Z i , . . . ,  / ^  =  Zm, 
which are certa in ly  monomials.
I f  the columns o f M  are not d is tinct, we must m odify this construction. 
Such a p a rity  check m a trix  does not bode well fo r the error-correcting capabil­
ities o f our code, but to  present the proof in  fu ll generality we forge ahead. In 
th is case, we construct a new m a trix  M ' by adding rows to M  u n til we obtain 
a m a trix  having d is tinct columns. For example, i f
/ I  1 2 3 4 5 \
' ^ = ( 2  2  1 1 1 i j
in  which columns 1 and 2 are equal, we could construct M ' using a row in
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which every entry is zero except in  the second column, where we use a 1:
M '  =
/ I  1 2 3 4 5
2 1
VO 1 0 0 0 0.
We now have n d is tinct columns, and we proceed as in  the firs t paragraph o f 
th is proof. However, we s till take on ly the firs t m  monomials f i  =  x i , . . . ,  fm =  
Xm to  generate L. □
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Chapter 2 
D ecoding Using Grobner Bases
2.1 Introduction
In th is chapter we describe an algorithm  fo r decoding any linear code via 
com putation o f a Grobner basis fo r a polynom ial ideal associated to  the code 
and the desired number o f errors to be corrected. Using th is  a lgorithm , we can 
decode linear codes up to  the true m inimum distance. Th is decoding method is 
a generalization o f a method proposed by X. Chen, I.S. Reed, T . Helleseth, and 
T.K .Truong [C R H T l] fo r decoding binary cyclic codes. In  a subsequent paper 
[CRHT2], they extended the ir results to cyclic codes over F , for a rb itra ry  q. 
They also described how to decode (one-point) algebraic-geometric codes from 
affine plane curves by find ing separate error locators fo r each coordinate o f the 
errors.
2.2 Decoding Linear Codes 
As we showed in Chapter 1, we can view a linear code C  as the affine variety 
code C L ) ,  where L  =  ( / i , . . . ,  fm) and V{Ig) =  ( P i , . . . ,  P „} Ç F®. Let 
be generated by w ith  ^ i , . . .  ,5 / e  F , [ x i , . . .  ,Xs]. We specifically
include the polynom ials x? — x i , . . . ,  — Xg w ith  which we construct / ,  from  I
among the generators o f / , .  The m a trix  M  =  [ f i {Pj) ],  i  =  1 , . . . ,  m,
j  =  1 , . . . ,  n, is a p a rity  check m atrix  for C.
In this context we recall some terms and results from  coding theory.
D e f in i t i o n  2.2.1 Let r  =  ( r i , . . . , r „ )  e F ” . The syndrome of r  is the
17
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m -tuple S  =  ( 5 i , . . . ,  5m), where
Si =  ' t r M P i ) .
R e m a rk  2.2.2 M r^  =  5 ^ . Note tha t r  is a codeword o f C  i f  and only i f  the 
syndrome o f r  is (0 , . . . ,  0).
D e f in it io n  2.2.3 Let r  =  ( r i , . . . ,  r „ )  e  F ". The weight o f r, denoted w t(r) ,  
is the number o f nonzero coordinates o f r.
Now suppose the codeword c =  ( c i , . . . , c „ )  is transm itted over a noisy 
channel and the received word r  =  ( n , . . . ,  r „ )  =  ( c i , . . . ,  c„) +  (e i , . . . ,  e„) is 
received. To decode r, we must determine the error vector e =  ( c i , . . . ,  e„). I f  
wt(e) =  t, we say tha t t  errors have occurred.
Assume now tha t precisely t  errors have occurred. Also, assume tha t there 
exists a unique vector e =  (e i , . . . ,  e„) w ith  w t(e) <  t  , such tha t r  — e E C. 
This is always true i f  t  , where dmin is the m inim um  distance o f C.
Let 5  =  ( 5 i , . . . ,5 m )  be the syndrome o f r . Note tha t 5  is also the 
syndrome o f e, since
5 ^  =  M r^  =  M (F  +  M e^  =  ( 0 , . . . ,  0)^ +  Me^,
since c E C.
Lemma 2.2.4 The vector e is the unique element o f with wt(e) <  t  such 
that M e ^  =  S.
P r o o f .  Let e' be an element o f F ” , w ith  w t(e ') <  t, such tha t =  5 . 
Then M { r  — e 'Y  =  5  — 5  =  (0 , . . . ,  0)^, so r  — e' is a codeword. Since we 
have assumed tha t e is the unique vector x  o f weight less than or equal to t  
fo r which r  — x  is a codeword, e' =  e. □
We can determ ine the error vector e =  (e i , . . . ,  e„) i f  we can determine the 
f nonzero coordinates o f e. We need to find both the error locations^ tha t is.
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the indices i  where e,- is nonzero, and the error values, tha t is, the elements o f
Fq appearing in  each o f the error locations. We denote the error values by E j,
j  =  1 , . . .  , f ,  and we associate each error location to  its  corresponding error 
po in t o f V  ( /,) . For example, an error in  the 5-th  coordinate o f a received word 
is associated to the point P5 o f the variety V{Ig). The reason fo r th is  asso­
cia tion  is th a t the summands in  the equations e j/t(P y) =  Si g iv ing  the 
syndromes are nonzero only at these error points. We want to construct a set o f 
polynom ials whose zeros te ll us the error values and locations. We denote the t 
error points by the t  s-tuples o f indeterm inates ( x n , . . .  ,x is ) , . . . ,  (xa, • • •
We use the t  indeterm inates O i,. . . , Ot fo r the error values.
D e f in it io n  2.2.5 For a fixed number o f errors t  and for a nonzero syndrome 
S =  { S i , . . .  ,Sm), define the error locator ideal
S S{t,S') Ç Fg [xa , • • • • • • î ^ f i ) • • • î
by
t
S =  8{ t ,S)  :=  Ç ^ a j f i { x j i , . . . , X j s )  -  Si,a]~^ -  l , g h { x j i , . . .  ,Xjs)),
j= i
where h =  1 , . . .  ,1; i  =  1 , . . .  ,m;  and j  =  1 , . . .  ,t.
Lemma 2.2.6 Let V{S)  Ç be the variety o f S. Let
{ B i i , . . . ,  S is, E l , . . . ,  B t i , . . . ,  Bts, E t) E V{8).
Then each s-tuple (S y i , . . . ,  Bjs), 1 <  j  < t ,  is one o f the points P i , . . . ,  P„ o f
^ ( 4 ) .
P r o o f .  Each s-tuple (S y i , . . . ,  Sy,) satisfies a ll the polynom ials g i , . .. .gi 
th a t generate □
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Since each 5-tuple { B j i , . . . ,  Bjs) is an element o f we may
w rite  ( B n , B ^ ,  P i , , P a , . • . ,  P a , P t) as (P t,, P i , . . . ,  P jt,, P t) where P*,̂ . G 
{ P i , . . . , P „ }  for ! < ; < ( .
L em m a 2 .2.7 The ideal 8  is a  zero-dimensional, radical ideal o f  
P ^ [^ ii, ., ^i5, ^ 1 , . . . ,  ̂ a , . . . ,  ̂ a ,
P r o o f .  Each point in  1/(6!) may be w ritten  (P fc i,A i,. . .  ,P t , , ^ t ) ,  where the 
f j ,  1 <  j  <  t, are elements o f { P i , . . . , P „ } .  Moreover, each A j , l  <  j  <  t, 
must satisfy A'j~^ — 1, so there are a fin ite  number (ç — 1) possibilities fo r each 
A j. Thus, there are at most (g— elements in  V(8).  Since V(8)  is fin ite , 8  
is zero-dimensional by defin ition. To show that £  is a radical ideal, note tha t 
since — 1 is an element o f £  for j  =  1, . . . ,  t, the polynom ials aJ — ay =  
ay(a|“  ̂ — 1) are also in 8. A lso, fo r each xy,-, i  =  l , . . . , s ,  j  =  1 , . . .  , t ,  the 
polynom ial Xy, — xy,- is an element o f 8, because we have chosen the generators 
g i , . . .  ,gi of Iq to include these polynom ials. Then 8  meets the conditions o f 
Seidenberg’s Lemma 92 (Lemma 1.1.4), so i t  is radical. □
P ro p o s itio n  2.2.8 Let u =  (P t , ,P i , . . . ,P t , ,P ( )  e V { 8 ) .  Then the points  
P t , , . . . ,  Pt, axe distinct elements o f ( P i , . . . ,  P „} =  V ( /,) .
P r o o f .  Since u £ V ( 8 ) ,
I ] P y / , ( P t , ) = £ „
J=1
for 1 =  1 , . . . ,  m. I f  Pkj  ̂ =  Pty^, we can rewrite th is, using the d is tribu tive  
property in  F ,. To make the notation simpler, suppose P t, =  Pt^, and suppose 
a ll the other Pkj are d istinct. The follow ing argument easily generahzes (but
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w ith  complicated notation) to more diflBcult cases. For each z, 1 < i  < m ,
=  (£ i +  £ 2 ) /i(A ,)  +  E } ,3 £ 'j/ i(A ,) .
Now consider the element y =  ( t / i , . . . ,  y „) o f F ” , where
Vki =  E l +  E 2 ,
Vkj — E j , J =  3 , . . . ,  t, 
and a ll the other coordinates o f y are zero. Then y is a vector o f weight s tric tly  
less than t. (The weight o f y is t  — 1 i f  F 'l +  £'2 7  ̂0 and t  — 2 if  £ 1  +  £ 2  =  0.) 
Since the weight o f y is less than t, y ^  e, which has weight exactly t. By 
leaving out the summands where yj = 0 , we have
t n M P j )  = =  s „
j= i y=i
Thus A fy^  =  . B u t by Lemma 2.2.4, e is the unique vector o f weight less
than or equal to  t  such tha t M e^  =  5 ^ . Since y 7  ̂ e, we have reached a 
contradiction. Therefore, £ ti 7  ̂ □
T h e o re m  2.2.9 Let u =  (P t, , £ 1, . . . , Pkt,Et) e V{£).  Let ê =  { e i , . . . , e») 
where ek- =  E j (or j  =  1 , . . .  , t  and all the other coordinates o f ê are zero. 
Then ê =  ê(u) =  e, the error vector.
P r o o f .  Note tha t by the previous proposition, the weight o f ê is t  and that, 
leaving out the summands where ey =  0  and rearranging the terms, we have
Ê ^ , 7 .(-Pi) =  É s y / i ( n , )  =  s ,,
j= i j= i
so M e^  =  S^. By Lemma 2.2.4, ê =  e. □
R e m a rk  2.2.10 Thus, we can decode r  i f  we can find any element u o fV(S) .
C o r o l la r y 2.2.11 I fu  =  (P t, , £ 1, . . . , P t,, Et) andu' =  (P(^, £ ( , . . . , p (^,E[) 
are elements o fV {£ ) ,  then there is a permutation a in Sym{t), the symmetric
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group on t elements, such that E j =  E^ij) and P^. =  Pa{j)> j  =  
Moreover, any a  G Sym{t), applied in this way to u e V{£),  gives an element 
u' o fV {£ ) .
P r o o f .  Let u and u' be elements o f V{E). B y Theorem 2.2.9, e{u) =  
e =  è{u'). The firs t statem ent o f the corollary follows from the de fin ition  o f 
ê. To prove the second statement, note tha t, because o f the sym m etry o f S 
w ith  respect to the index j ,  any perm utation a applied to the index j  leaves 
the polynom ial YL)=\Ejf i {Pkj)  — unchanged and the sets o f polynom ials 
[ E ] ~ ^ - l }  and . . .  ,xy,)}, (h =  1 , =  l , . . . , m ; i  =  l , . . . , t )
unchanged. □
D e f in it io n  2.2.12 Define the projection map tt :  ̂ F̂ "*"® by
7T(u) 7T(.A. I I , . * . ,  ̂-̂ 11 • • • 1 11 ) (*^I 1 : ' ' ' 1 IsÎ -^I ) •
I f  u e V{£),  we may rew rite th is as
7t(u) =  7r{Pki , E i , . . . ,  Pk,,Et) =  {Pki, El).
P ro p o s itio n  2.2.13 {P k^ ,E i , . . . ,  Pk, ,Et) eV  {£) i f  and only i f  {Pk-, E j )  e
tt{V{£))  for all j ,  1 < j  < t .
P r o o f .  (=î̂ ) Suppose {P k^ ,E i , . .. ,Pk^,Et) G V{£) .  Clearly, {Pk i ,E i )  G 
i r {V{£)).  By C orollary 2.2.11, fo r any perm utation a  in  Sym(t),
(Ek„^ly Effl l̂), . . . , Pk̂ ^̂ ,̂ Ea(t)) G V{£).
Let us denote th is element, by an abuse o f notation, as cr(u). Now le t a  be 
the perm utation (12 • • • t). Then 7r(cr-'“ ^(u)) =  {Ej ,  Pk^) fox j  =  1 , . . . ,  t, and 
so (Pkj,Ej)  G tt{V{£))  for 1 <  j  <  t.
(4=) Now suppose 7r(V^(f)) is a nonempty set o f u d is tinct elements (Pjfc,,£'i), 
. . . ,  Fu). We firs t show tha t v =  t. Since tt{V{£ ))  is nonempty, there is
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an element u in  V{S)  w ith  u =  (P ^ , A i , . . . ,  P „,, At), w ith  the points Pû ., 
1 <  J <  (, d is tin c t (by Proposition 2.3.8). By the forward d irection o f the 
proof o f this proposition, the projections 7r(cr(u)) are in  7r(V '(5)) fo r every cr in  
Sym (t), so (P „,, A i ) , . . . ,  (P „j, A t) are d is tinct elements o f 7t(V {£)).  Therefore 
V > t .  B ut since (by C orollary 2.3.11) every element o f V{£)  is a{u)  fo r some 
a in  Sym (f), v =  t. Hence u' =  (P t,, P i , . . . ,  P t„, P«) G V"(£). □
R e m a rk  2.2.14 Thus, to  decode r , we need only find the elements o f tt{ V {£)).  
T ha t is, we need to find  only the solutions to  the unknowns ai and x n , . . . ,  z ^ .  
Put — S F q [z ii, . . . , Z[a, Cl].
Lemma 2.2.15 is a radical ideal o f F , [ z i x , . . . ,  Zi^, e i].
P r o o f .  Since P  contains the polynom ials ep^ —1 and Z j i —z n , . . . ,  z f^—zu .  
I t- is a zero-dimensional ideal. By Seidenberg’s Lemma, using the polynom ial 
e\ — ei =  e i(ep^ — 1 ) and the polynom ials z f j —z n , . . .  ,zfg —Zi^, is radical.
□
Lemma 2.2.16 [CLO, Lemma 1 , p. 121 and Theorem 3, p. 192] Using the 
notation above, 7c{V{S)) =  y ( f , ) .
P r o o f .  We firs t show tha t 7t (V ( 5 )) C V { I „ ) .  Let /  G /«■. I f
( f%i ,P l ,- - - ,Pk«,Pt)  E V{£) ,
then /  vanishes at (P t,, P i , . . . ,  P t,, P t), since f  G £.  B ut since /  involves only 
the variables Z u , . . . ,  z is , Ci, we may w rite
/(Pfcl, P i )  =  /(^((Pfci , P^l) • • •, Pa:, , Pf)) — 0-
Thus /  vanishes at a ll points o f i r {V{£)) ,  and hence z{V{£) )  Ç V { I „ ) .
For the reverse inclusion, we w ill show tha t i f  /  G I {n {V{£) ) ,  then /  G 
p .  That means tha t I{' !t{V{£))  Ç so V { I „ )  C V { I { i r { V {£))).  Suppose
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/  =  / ( x i i , ... ,x i5 ,ei) e /(7 r(V (f)), i. e. /  is zero on all points of tt{V{£)). 
Then, considered as an element of , ari,, e i,. . . ,  xa, • • •, Xts, et], we
have f{Bn,  -, Bu, Ei , . . . ,  Bn, . . . ,  Bta, Et) =  0 for all (B u ,. . . ,  Bu, Ei , . . . ,  
Bn,.. . ,  Bts, Et) € V{£). So /  G I{V{£)). By Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz, G 
£ for some integer N. But since /  depends only on X n ,...,x ia ,e i, so does 
f^,  and so G 5 n F ,[x u ,.. .  ,x i„ e i]  =  7,r- Therefore, /  G y/T̂ , but by 
Lemma 2 . 2 . 1 5 , is radical, so /  G I„.
We now have V{I,^) <Z V { I { t t { V {£))),  so i t  remains to  show only tha t 
w{V{£))  =  V { I { 7t { V {£))).  Since the Zariskiclosure, V { I { t t { V {£))), o fn {V{£) )  
is the smallest affine variety containing t t {V{£)) ,  we need only demonstrate 
th a t k{V{£) )  is an affine variety. B u t since n{V{£) )  is a fin ite  set o f points, 
we are done. □
C o r o l l a r y  2.2.17 For any intersection ideal J,  ̂ =  F f) F ,[X ], where X  is 
any subset o f the set { x u , . . .  , x i s , e i , . . .  , x a , . . .  ,Xts,et},
1 . J,r is a radical ideal.
2. I f  7T is the projection map on the coordinates o f V { £ )  corresponding to 
the variables in the subset X ,  then n{V{£) )  =  V{J,j).
P r o o f . Sim ilar to the proofs o f Lemmas 2.2.15 and 2.2.16. □
We plan to show th a t we can find  the points o f t̂ {V{£))  by com puting a 
Grdbner basis for the ideal 7,r- To do th is, we now need some definitions and 
results from  the theory o f Grdbner bases. For a more complete exposition, see 
[A L j.
Denote by T ”* the set o f (monic) monomials in  the variables x i , . . . ,X m .  
T ha t is,
r "  =  {xf ' . . . xgr  : AGN, % =  l , . . . , m}.
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To make th is notation less cumbersome, we w ill sometimes w rite  for x f ' • • •
where P =  p^n) E N "*.
D e f in it io n  2.2.18 [A L, pp. 18-19] A  term order on T ”* is a to ta l order <  on 
T"* satisfying:
1 . 1 <  for a ll x^ e T ^ ,  x^ #  1 ;
2. I f  x “  <  x^, then x °x^  <  xPx"' fo r a ll x '' G T ”*.
We w ill say that <  is a term  order on the variables x i , . . . ,  x „, i f  <  is a term
order on T"*.
An im portant example o f a term  order is the lexicographic order: 
D e f in it io n  2.2.19 [A L, p. 19] The lexicographic order on T"* w ith  x^ <  xg <  
- <  Xm is defined as follows. For a  =  ( a i , . . . ,  P =  (A ,  - - -, Pm) E N ", 
define x “  <  x^ i f  and only i f  the firs t coordinates a,- and /?,• in  a  and P from  
the righ t, which are different, satisfy a,- <
We w ill also use e lim ination orders:
D e f in it io n  2.2.20 [A L, p. 69] Let { x i , . . . , x „ }  and { î / i , . . . , y m }  be two 
sets o f variables, and le t <x and <y be term  orders on the monomials in  the x 
variables and the y variables respectively. Then a term  order <  may be defined 
on the monomials in  X i , . . . ,  x„,  i / i , . . . ,  as follows. For A 'l, A 2 monomials 
in  x i , . . . , x „  and V i, I 2 monomials in  y i , . . . ,  y™, define X iY i <  X 2 Y2  i f  and 
only i f  (ATi < i X 2 ) or (ATi =  X 2  and Y\ <y Y2 ). This term  order is called an
elim ination order w ith  the x variables larger than the y variables.
R e m a rk  2.2.21 Lexicographic order on F , [ x i , . . . ,  Xm] w ith  x i <  X2 <  • • • <  
x-m is an elim ination order w ith  the variables x ,+ i , . . . ,Xm  larger than the 
variables x i , .. . ,x, for any i, 1  < i  <  m.
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Suppose we have a term  order on T"*. Then for a ll /  €  F , [ z i , . . .  
w ith  /  0 , we may w rite
/  =  aiX “  ̂ +  Û2X“’ H 1-
w ith  0 ^  a,- 6  F ,, x “ ‘ e T ” *, and x°^ >  x “ * >  >  x ° '. Define the leading
monomial o f / ,  denoted l m{ f ) ,  by
l m { f )  =  x “ ^.
D e f in i t i o n  2.2.22 [AL, p. 32] A  se t of nonzero polynom ials G = ( G i , . . . ,  G t} 
contained in an ideal I  of F , [ x i , . . . ,  is called a  Grohner basis for I  if and  
only if for all /  G /  such th a t /  ^  0, there  exists i  G such th a t
/m (G ,) divides l m{ f ) .
D e fin it io n  2.2.23 [AL, p 48] A  Grdbner basis G =  { G i , . . .  ,G t}  is called 
a reduced Grdbner basis if, fo r a ll i, the coeflScient o f the leading monomial 
lm{Gi )  is 1 , and, for a ll z, no nonzero term  in  G, is d ivisib le by lm{Gj )  fo r any 
j  i.
We accept as given the existence o f Grdbner bases as well as algorithm s 
to compute them. The interested reader may consult [AL, pp 25-51]. I t  is 
im portant to note th a t i f  G =  { G i , . . . ,  G J  is a Grdbner basis for an ideal 
/ ,  then I  =  ( G i , . . . , G t )  [AL, C orollary 1.6.3, p. 33]. Note also tha t since a 
Grdbner basis G is defined in  terms o f leading monomials, G depends on the 
term  order chosen for the monomials o f F , [ x i , . . . ,  Zm]-
The follow ing im portant theorem allows us to obtain a Grdbner basis fo r 
the ideal I-^.
T h e o re m  2.2.24 Let I  be a nonzero ideal o f Fg[x i , . . . ,  x „,, y i , . . . ,  y „], and le t 
<  be an elim ination order w ith the y variables larger than the x variables. Let
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G =  { G i , . . . ,  G f} be a Grôbner basis fo r this ideal. Then G n  F , [ x i , . . . ,  
is a Grôbner basis fo r the ideal I  n  F , [ x i , . . . ,  x „,].
P r o o f . See [AL, p. 69].
Using Theorem 2.2.24, by choosing an e lim ination order <  on
F ^[x j i , . . .  • •. ,  ̂ tsÎ 1
w ith  the variables x n , . . .  ,x is,ei  less than a ll the other variables, and by 
com puting a Grôbner basis for the ideal £  using th is elim ination order, we 
may obtain a Grôbner basis for Suppose H  =  { H i , H r }  is the Grôbner 
basis fo r /,r, obtained in  tha t way.
Recall tha t, by definition, the elim ination order consists o f a term  order 
< i  on the variables x ^ , . . .  ,Xia, and another term  order < 2  on a ll the other 
variables, along w ith  another condition m aking the firs t set o f variables less 
than a ll the other variables. The term  orders < 1  and < 2  may be chosen 
a rb itra rily . Therefore, we can choose the term  order < 1  for the variables 
X i i , . . . ,  Xis, Cl to be the lexicographic term  order. For < 2  we could use a more 
com putationally efficient order, such as graded reverse lex, cf. [Bu, G M N R Tj. 
The Grôbner basis H  we obtain by the method o f Theorem 2.2.24 is then a 
Grôbner basis fo r computed w ith  respect to  the lexicographic order. In 
addition, H  f l F ,[% ] is a Grôbner basis fo r the ideal S f l F ,[A ] fo r any subset 
X  o f . . . , X̂ g, €i} .
T h e o re m  2.2.25 Let < 1  be the lexicographic term order on the variables 
X u , . . . ,  xis, ei, with  x u  < 1  Xj2 < 1  ••• < 1  xis < 1  and let < 2  be any term  
order on the variables X2 1 , . . .  ,X2s, . . .  , x u , . . .  ,X(g, 62 , . . . ,  ê . Let <  bean elim ­
ination order, defined as in DeSnition 2.2.20, w ith  the variables x u , . . . ,  xi^, ei 
less than all the other variables. Let G be a Grôbner basis for 8  w ith respect
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to <  Then we can solve fo r the points o f 7r(V' {£)) =  8  C\ F , [ x u , . . . ,  Xis, e i] 
by applying elim ination theory to the Grôbner basis G.
P r o o f . C onsider th e  ideal
Ixi i  — 8  r\ =  /,r C Fg[X ii].
By C oro llary 2.2.17, the variety F ) Ç F^ is precisely the set o f firs t coordi­
nates B i i  o f points { B u , B ^ ,  E i )  o f i r {V{ 8 )). Note th a t H  =  { H i , . . . ,  H r ]  
is a Grdbner basis fo r /,r under the term  order < , which is the same as the 
term  order < i when restricted to the variables x n , . . .  ,Sis,ei .  By Remark 
2.2.21, the term  order < i, which is lexicographic order on x u , .. . ,xis,  c i w ith  
^11 <  ^12 <  • • • <  <  Cl, is an e lim ination order w ith  Xi 2 , . . . ,  x ^ ,  ei larger
than x i i .  Therefore, by Theorem 2.2.24, H  0  F ,[x u ] is a Grdbner basis fo r 
/r i i -  Every polynom ial in  / f  n  F ,[x u ] is a univariate polynom ial in  the vari­
able xn - Since is an ideal of F ,[x n ], which is a principal ideal domain, 
Ixn =  [L) ,  where L  is the monic polynom ial o f lowest degree in  I x , , . Note th a t 
L  is an element o f H  n F ,[x ii] .  This is true because by defin ition o f a Grdbner 
basis, there is a polynom ial L'  whose leading monomial divides the leading 
monomial o f L.  (We may assume tha t the polynom ials o f H  are monic.) I f  
L  7  ̂L' ,  then the remainder upon division o f L  by L'  is also an element o f 7 ^ ,  
a contradiction, because we have assumed th a t L  is the monic polynom ial o f 
lowest degree in 7 ^ .  Thus, we may find the set o f firs t coordinates B u  o f 
points { B i l l  , Bis, El )  of i r {V{ 8 )) by find ing the roots o f the polynom ial o f 
lowest degree in  77 f l  F ,[x u ]. We can accomplish th is by a Chien search [Ch; 
LN2, pp. 493-494] or any other method for find ing the roots o f a univariate 
polynom ial. Let the set o f roots o f T be { i ? i , . . . ,  Note tha t these roots 
are elements o f F ,, fo r they a ll satisfy the polynom ial x^^ — x n  € 8 .
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Next consider the ideal
^  n F g [ r x , r i 2 ]  =  f ,  n F y [ ru ,T i2 ! .
By C orollary 2.2.17, is precisely the set o f pairs { B u , B i 2 ) o f firs t
and second coordinates o f points { B n , . . . , B i a , E i )  o f n{V{S)) .  As before, 
note tha t H  D F ,[z n , ^ 12] is a Grdbner basis for /iu ,x i2 5 because the lexico­
graphic term  order < i on the variables x n , x i 2 , ■ ■. ,Xia,ei  is an elim ination 
order w ith  the variables X13, . . .  ,Xis,ei larger than the variables x u  and X12. 
Every element in  / f  D F , [x u ,x i2] is a polynom ial in  the two variables x u  and 
X12. O f course, some are univariate in  Xn. In fact we already know a ll the 
common roots { i? i, . . .  ,Ru}  o f the univariate polynom ials in  x n . Substitu ting 
Ri  for the variable Xu in  a ll the elements of H  C\ F , [ x n , x i 2], we obta in a 
set o f univariate polynom ials in  the variable X12. We may, as before, find  a ll 
the common roots . . . ,  o f these polynomials. (The substitu tion  o f Ri  
in  the univariate polynom ials in  Xn o f course yields the polynom ial 0 , whose 
roots include every element o f F,.) S ubstituting the other firs t coordinates 
R 2 , . . . ,Ru  for Xu in to  the elements of H  C\ F , [ x n , x i 2] in  tu rn  and solving 
fo r X12, we obtain a ll the firs t and second coordinates o f the points
{ B n , . . . , B i a , E i )  of  n{V{S)) .
We continue th is process recursively, obtaining univariate polynom ials in  
the variable Xi^ by substitu ting  in  tu rn  every already-determined (fc — 1 )- 
tuple {Ri ,Ri j , - - - ,Ri j , . . . ,w)  o f firs t through (k — l)-s t coordinates in  place 
o f the corresponding variables z u , z i 2 , . . .  in  a ll the polynom ials o f
H  n  F , [ x u ,X i 2 , . . .  ,a:i(jt_i),xijt]. Then we find the common roots o f a ll these 
univariate polynom ials in  x it  to  get the t- th  coordinates o f the points o f 
i r{V{S))  whose firs t {k — 1 ) coordinates are (i?,-, i ? , j , . . . ,  Rij,...,w)-
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Although we have given the last coordinate E\ o f the points { B u , . . . ,  B ^ ,  E{) 
a d istinctive  le tte r name because it  is the “error value” rather than a coordi­
nate o f the “error po in t” , the procedure fo r finding its  values is no different 
from  find ing the values o f any other coordinate o f ( B n , . . . ,  B ^ ,  E\) .
The process stops after we have completed the procedure fo r a ll s 4- 1 
coordinates o f the points o f 7r (V(5 )). □
The actual solution procedure is easier and more natura l to  do than to 
describe. Here is an example.
E xa m p le  2.2.26 Let C  be the affine variety code C ^ { I , L ) ,  where I  =
+  y — x^) Ç F 4 [x,y] and L  =  { l , x , ÿ , x^ , xy ) .  The points o f V{I^)  are 
the F 4-ra tiona l points o f the curve +  y — x^] they are the eight points 
(0 , 0 ), (0 , 1 ), ( l , n ) , ( l , a ^ ) ,  (a ,a ) ,  (a ,0 !^),(a^,a;), where =  a  4 - 1  is
a generator o f F 4 . This code C  is the same as the geometric Goppa code
Ca{Pi +  • ■ ' +  Ps, 5Poo)i
and it  has m inim um  distance 5 [YK]. Therefore C  can correct 2  errors.
A  pa rity  check m a trix  fo r C  is




M =  y
xy
Suppose
syndrome o f th is error vector is {o?,oc, a^, 0 , 0 ).
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 a a q2 q 2
0 1 a a a2 a a2
0 0 1 1 a2 a2 a a
0 0 a a^ a2 1 1 a
receive the error vector (0 ,0 ,1 , 0 ,0 , a.,0 ,0 )  of w eight
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The error locator ideal ^̂ (q2,q,q2,o,o) is the ideal generated by the follow ing 
polynomials:
ei + 6 0 -  Ol̂ , 
e \ X i  +  6 2 2 :2  —  O ',
e iy i +  621/2 -  o?, 
eix\ +  6 2 Z2 , 
eixiyi +  62X22/2 ,
e l - 1 ,
62 — 1,
x l -Xu  
xi  -  X2,
Vi — Vh
v i — V2 ,
V i + y i -  xl, 
y2 +V2 -  xl-
The lexicographic term  order w ith  Xi <  j/i <  6 i <  X2 <  2/2 <  ^2 is an elim ­
ination order in  a ll the senses we require. Using the computer program MAS 
[K r], we find tha t a Grdbner basis G fo r £, w ith  respect to the lexicographic 
order w ith  Xi <  2/1 <  ei <  X2 <  2/2 <  ^2 is
x f - f (a -f- l ) x i  -f- a,
yi + a x i ,
61 -{-Xi,
^ 2  4- 2:1 4- (a 4-1),
1/2 +  a x i  4 - 1,
62 4-x i  4- (a 4-1).
By Remark 2.2.14, we need consider only the firs t three polynom ials, since 
they are the only ones in  G f l F 4 [x i, 2/1, e i]. The polynom ial x f 4- (a  4- l ) x i  4- a 
is the only element o f G  A F 4 [x i]. I t  is univariate in X i, o f course. Its roots in  
F 4 are 1 and a. Thus, the set o f firs t coordinates o f the error points consists 
o f the elements 1 and a.
The polynom ials in  G A F4[xi , 2/1] are x f  4- (a 4- l ) x i  4- q and r/i 4- QXi. We 
firs t replace x i by 1, which is one o f the values for x \ tha t we have previously 
found. The polynom ial x f 4- (a  - f l ) x i  -f- a  vanishes (we already know tha t 1 is 
one o f its  roots), and the polynom ial 2/1 4- a x i becomes 2/1 4- a. Hence, when
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ari =  1, we have y i =  a. S im ila rly, substitu ting the other re va lu e  a , we see 
th a t j/i =  a^. We have now found the two error points ( l , a )  and (a, a^). To 
complete the decoding, we consider the polynom ials in  G f l F 4 [xi ,  y i ,  ei], and 
fo r the indeterm inates x i  and y i we substitute firs t 1 and a  respectively. We 
obta in  only one nonzero polynom ial, the polynom ial ei + 1 . So the error value 
Cl associated w ith  the error po in t ( l , a )  is 1. Next we substitute a  and a~ fo r 
x \ and y i respectively, obta in ing the polynom ial ei +  a. Hence, the error value 
associated w ith  the error po in t (a, a^) is a. Since ( l , a )  is the th ird  po in t in  
our chosen po in t order fo r the code C  and (a, a^) is the sixth po in t, we know 
th a t the error vector has 1 in  the th ird  coordinate, a in  the s ixth  coordinate, 
and zeros elsewhere. Checking th is result w ith  the orig inal error vector tha t 
produced the syndrome (a^, a , 0,0), we see th a t we have been successful.
R e m a r k  2.2.27 In [CRHT2], the authors suggest decoding algebraic geometry 
codes, such as the one in  Example 2.2.26, by finding the roots A i , - -, Au. 
o f each o f the monic generator polynom ials o f the ideals /j,j. — S C\ F ,[x i,], 
r =  I , . . . ,  s. The error points are then “suitable combinations” , . . . ,  ÆyJ, 
where Pij. is one o f the roots o f the monic generator o f /r ,.. However, i t  is easy 
to  construct examples in  which the number o f possible combinations o f the 
zeros o f these polynom ials is quite large. In  fact, even in  the example above, 
the number o f combinations o f the values fo r x i  and j j i is 4. We m ust choose 
2 o f them to be error points; there are Q) =  6 ways to do tha t, m aking it  
d iffic u lt to select the correct error vector.
We must note tha t we have assumed th a t the weight o f the error vector is 
exactly t. Let us now consider what would happen, using this m ethod, when 
the weight o f the error vector is either greater than or less than t.
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F irst suppose tha t the weight o f the actual error vector is u >  <, where the 
code C  can correct u or more errors. Since the syndrome ( s i , . . . ,  Sm) belongs 
to an error vector whose weight is greater than t, the system o f polynom ial 
equations th a t generate £  has no solution. When the Grdbner basis o f the ideal 
£  is calculated, its  polynomials w ill have no common roots. I f  the Grdbner 
basis we have calculated is a reduced Grdber basis, i t  w ill be the polynom ial 
1 [AL, p. 63, Theorem 2.2.6]. In  e ither case we w ill be able to detect this 
situation.
It  is tem pting, therefore, to  try  to set up a single system o f polynom ials 
th a t w ill give us the error points and error values for any number o f errors 
V <  t. We would expect, in  tha t case, fo r certain syndromes, tha t some o f the 
error values would be zero. But as soon as one o f the Ei  is allowed to  be zero, 
its  associated Pjt,- can leg itim ate ly be any po int o f V.  Thus the procedure of 
Theorem 2.2.24 would be useless, g iving us as error points a ll the points of 
V.  So we must firs t assume th a t ( =  1. Then i f  there are no elements in 
7t(V(5)) in  th is case, we go ahead to the case t =  2, and so on. This approach 
is com patible w ith  maximum like lihood decoding. O f course, in  practice this 
approach would be extremely time-consuming. We w ill address th is issue in 
the next section and obtain at least a theoretical solution.
2.3 Precomputation w ith  Syndromes as Variables 
The disadvantage o f our decoding method using Grôbner bases is its  extremely 
long com putation tim e. W ith  currently available algorithm s for the computa­
tio n  o f Grôbner bases it  would be impossible ever to use th is decoding method 
in  practice. In  fact we have been able, w ith  current software, to  decode only 
very sm all examples. However, i f  we take a s ligh tly  difierent view point we can 
achieve a considerable decrease in  decoding tim e, at the cost o f a more complex
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in itia l one-time com putation. As early as 1960 Peterson [Pe] showed tha t, for 
a BCH code, i t  is possible to compute ra tional functions (essentially the same 
rational functions found by using Cramer’s rule to  find  the solution to a m a trix  
equation M x ^  =  s^), which give the coefficients o f the error locator polyno­
m ial in  terms o f the syndromes. (This technique, as W olf [Wo] pointed out, 
is related to  an a lgorithm  proposed by Prony in  1795 fo r curve-fitting.) Since 
the com putational com plexity of Peterson’s approach was too high for more 
than about six errors [M L, pp. 142-145], a less complex method o f finding the 
error locator, designed by Berlekamp [Be] and la te r m odified by Massey [Ma], 
became the accepted method for decoding BCH codes. Recently, Cooper [Co] 
suggested using the method o f Grôbner bases to  calculate polynom ials tha t 
give the coefficients o f the error locator in  terms o f the syndromes. In  this 
section we generalize Cooper’s method to any linear code.
As in  section 2 o f th is chapter, we view a linear code C  as the affine variety 
code C-^( / ,L ),  where L  =  ( / i , . . . , / m )  and V "(/,) =  { P i , . . . , P „ }  Ç F®. We 
assume th a t the set { ^ i , . . . ,  P/} of polynomials o f F , [ x i , . . . ,  x^] th a t generate 
I  g specifically includes the polynomials x \  — X i , . . .  , x j  — Xg w ith  which we 
construct Ig from  I .
We view not only the e, and Pfc., i  =  1 , . . .  , t ,  as variables, but also the 
syndrome ( s i , . . . ,  Sm)- In  our earlier work the syndrome was a fixed vector in 
F ^ . Now we replace the values Si , . . . ,Sm  w ith  indeterminates and define the 
ideal ^  Ç Fç[s%, . . . ,  ? • • . ,  e\ , . . . ,  Xĝ , . . . ,  Xig, ê ] as follows.
D e f in it io n  2.3.1
S — •— O  ̂ • • • 1 ̂ js) ^ii L • • • ! ̂ j s) i  ^i)i
J=1
where h = 1 , . . . , / ;  i =  I , . . . ,  m;  j  =  1 , . . . ,  t.
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Note th a t i f  we replaced the indeterm inates s i , . . .  ,Sm by the coordinates 
S i , . . . , Sm  respectively o f an actual syndrome (5 i , . . . ,S m )  o f an error vec­
to r o f weight t, we would have the generating set fo r the ideal o f
F ç [ x i i , . . . .  e i , . . . , x t i , . . . , Xts, C(]. (The polynom ials S’  — S, in  tha t case
would be iden tica lly  zero, since S,- € F , fo r 1 <  i  <  m.)
Next, we define two projection maps r  and p on the variety V{£)  o f the 
ideal £.  We denote an element o f V{S) by
(S i, . . . , Sjn, ^11 ) • • • ) ^Isi  • 1 ^ t l  1 • • • 1 •
Define r  : V(£)  — > F ^  by
^ (S l, . . . , Sfji, 1, . . . , , . . . , S i l , . . . , Bts ? ) (*̂ 1 ) * * *
The fibe r above ( S i , . . .  ,Sm), denoted r “ ^ ((S i , . . . ,  Sm)), is the set o f a ll 
elements o f V{£)  having the fie ld  elements S i , . . . ,  Sm, in  tha t order, as the ir 
firs t m coordinates.
Define p : V{£)  — > by
p (S i, ., Sm, -^11, • • •, B\s^ E \ , . . . ,  Bt i j  . , Bts^ ^t')
(^11, , Bisi Ej\ , . . . ,  Btx^ • • •, Bts^ ^ t)  '
P r o p o s it io n  2.3.2 We have p ( r - i ( ( S i , . . . ,  Sm)) =  V{S(St Sm)), using the
notation above.
P r o o f . Suppose ( B i i , . . .  , B i s , E i , . . . , B j i , . . . , Bta,Fl) G ^ ”(5 (5 ,̂ ...,5^)).
Then, by de fin ition  o f V(S(5 ,  5^)). every polynom ial in  S(5 ,  5^) vanishes
at ( B n , . . . ,  B is, F i , . . . , B n , . . . ,  Bts, & ) .  In  particu lar, this is true for every 
polynom ial in  the generating set defining Therefore, the polynom i­
als
t
^  ' e j / , ( x j i , ,  ^js) ®t, Cj 1 , Qhi^j i , • • •, ̂ js )),
i= i
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a ll vanish when we replace ey by E j ,  X j i , . . . ,  by B j i , B j s  respectively, 
and Si by 5,-, where h =  i  =  and j  =  Moreover,
since 5,- E F , fo r i  =  1 , . . . ,  m,  i t  is also true tha t s’  — s,- vanishes when we 
replace s, by S,- fo r z =  1 , . . . ,  m. Hence
( S i , . . . ,  Sm, B \ i , . . . ,  Bis, E l , . . . ,  B t i , . . . ,  Bts, Et) E V (£)
and is clearly an element o f r~ ^ ( (S i , . . . ,  S^)). Since
(S i, . . . ,  Sm, S i i , . . . ,  Bis, E l , . . . ,  Bt i ,  • • • 1 Ets, Et) E T  ^ ( (S i , . . . ,  Sm)),
(B n , . . . ,  Bis, E l ,  ■ ■ ■ , B t i , . . . ,  Bts, Et) E p ( r~^ ( (S i , . .. ,Sm))). We have shown 
tha t
To show the reverse inclusion, suppose
(B n , . . . ,  B is, B ' l , . . . ,  B ( i, . . . ,  Bts, Et) E p( r~^((S i, . . .  ,Sm))).
Then ( S i , . . .  ,S m , B n , . . .  , B u , E i , . . . ,  B n , .. . ,Bts,Et)  is an element o f V(S), 
which means the polynom ials
t
^  ( ^ j l ,  • ■ • , ^ j s )  ^ i , ^ j  1 ,  9 h { ^ j l ,  • • • , ^ j s ) ) ,
j = l
vanish when S,- is substituted fo r the indeterm inate s,, B j i , . . .  ,Bjs  is sub­
s titu ted  fo r the indeterm inate X j i , . . .  ,Xjs respectively, and E j  is substituted 
for the indeterm inate ey, where h =  1 , . . . ,  i  =  1 , . . . ,  m; and j  =  1 ,. . . , t .  
B ut th a t means th a t { B n , . . . , B i s , E i , . . . , B t i , . . . , B t s , E t )  is an element o f 
^ (^ (5 ,  5m))- Thus
^ ( r - H ( S , , . . . . S „ ) ) C V ' ( £ , s .  j „ , ) ,
and we are done. □
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C o r o l l a r y  2.3.3 To fin d  the error vector o f weight t whose syndrome 
is { S i , . . . ,  Sm), i t  suÆces to Snd the Srst s +  1 coordinates o f a ll points in 
P(T~^( iSl , . . . ,Sm))-
P r o o f . Since p{ r~^{ {Si , . . . ,  Sm)) =  ^(^(S i,...,s„)) by the theorem we have 
ju s t proved, we can find the error vector by finding the firs t s + 1  coordinates, 
by Proposition 2.2.13 and Remark 2.2.14. □
As before, we plan to find  these coordinates using e lim ination theory w ith  
a Grôbner basis fo r S. A lthough we have already proved a s im ila r proposition 
in  Section 2.2, we restate the result fo r th is case:
C o r o l l a r y  2.3.4 For any intersection ideal J  = SO  F,[AT], where X  is any 
su. bset o f the set Sm ? ? • • •, ^ïs, i , • • •, ̂ ts, ,
1. J  is a radical ideal.
2. I f  TT is the projection map on the coordinates o fV{S)  corresponding to 
the variables in the subset X ,  then t̂ {V{£)) =  V{J) .
P r o o f . Since the polynom ials s’  — s, are elements o f E, the same arguments 
th a t we used in the proof o f Lemma 2.2.16 work in th is case. □
N o t a t io n  2.3.5 Let be any term  order on the variables x i , . . ., Xm', le t <y 
be any term  order on the variables y i , - - . , yn,  and le t < . be any term  order 
on the variables z i , . . . ,Z r .
Define an elim ination order < ry on the variables X \ , . . .  ,Xm,yi ,  ■ ■ ■ ,yn, as 
in  D efin ition 2.2.20, using < r  on the x  variables %%,... , rm and <y on the y 
variables y i , . . .  ,yn, w ith  the y  variables larger than the x variables.
S im ilarly, define an e lim ination order <y^ on the variables y i , . . .  ,yn, z i , . . . ,  Zr, 
as in  D efin ition 2.2.20, using <y  on the y variables y i , . . . , y n  and on the z 
variables z i , . . . ,Z r ,  w ith  the z variables larger than the y variables.
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Finally, define an e lim ination order <  on the variables x i , . . . ,  yi , • • •, 
y„, 2 i , . . . ,  Zr, as in  D efin ition  2.2.20, using <z on the x  variables x%,. . .  ,Xm and 
<yj  on the y and z variables y i , . . . ,  y», 21 , . . . ,  Zr, w ith  the y and z variables 
larger than the x  variables.
P ro p o s itio n  2.3.6 W ith  the notation above, <  is the same as an elimina­
tion order <  on the variables x%,. . .  ,Xm,y i , . . .  ,yn, z i , . . . ,  Zr, as m Deûnition 
2 .2 .2 0 , using <xy on the x  and y variables and < j  on the z variables, w ith the 
z variables larger than the x  and y variables. Moreover, when restricted to the 
variables X i , . . .  ,Xm,yi ,  • ■ • ,Vn, <  is the same as an elim ination order using <x 
on the X variables and <y on the y variables w ith the y variables larger than 
the X variables.
P r o o f .  Let X i Y i Z i  and be monomials in  the variables
X i ,  . . . , Xf f i ,  y \ , . . . ,  yn, z%, . . . , Zr.
We w ill show th a t X i V i Z i  <  X 2 V2 Z 2  i f  and only i f  X i Y i Z i  < '
Suppose tha t X \Y \Z i <  %2^ ^ 2 - By definition o f < , th a t means tha t
1. Y \Z i <y. Y2 Z2 , or
2. \ \ Z \  =  ^ 2 ^ 2  and X i  <Cr X 2 -
F irst consider case (1). l î Y \ Z i  <y^ Y2 Z2 , then, by de fin ition  o f <y^, either 
Z\ <z Z 2 , or Z\ =  Z 2  and Y i <y Y2 .
I f  Z\ <z Z 2 , then X {Y \Z i <  X 2^ -^ 2 , by definition. I f  Z\ =  Z2 and 
Yi <y Y2 , then we have Z\ =  Z 2 and X iY i <xy X 2 Y2 , so X i Y i Z i  < ’ X 2 Y2 Z 2 .
Next, consider case (2). I f  Y \Z i =  Y2 Z 2 , then Yi =  Y2 and Z i =  Z 2 . I f  
X i <x X 2 , then X iY i <xy X 2 Y2 , by definition o f <xy‘, by defin ition  o f < ', 
Z i =  Z2  and X iY i <xy X 2 Y2 im plies XiYiZy < '  X 2 Y2 Z 2 .
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Thus, JC iY i^ i <  im plies X^iY i^ i
A s im ila r argument shows tha t X i Y i Z i  <  X 2 V2 Z 2 im plies X i Y i Z i  <  
X 2 V2 Z 2 .
To prove the second claim , note tha t i f  we restrict <  to the x  and y vari­
ables, we may sim ply assume th a t we are dealing w ith  monomials X i Y i Z i  and 
X 2 V2 Z 2 , where Z i  =  Z 2  =  2°. Then, by definition, X i Y i Z i  <  X 2 Y2 Z 2
when ATiYi <xy Since <xy is an elim ination order using on the x
variables and <y on the y variables, w ith  the y variables larger than the x  
variables, we are done. □
R e m a r k  2.3.7 We may apply Proposition 2.3.6 inductively to construct term  
orders th a t successively elim inate various subsets o f a collection o f indeterm i­
nates. That m ethod gives us the follow ing corollary, which is o f interest fo r 
our decoding problem .
C o r o lla r y  2.3.8 Let < , be any term order on the variables s i , . . . ,  s^ ;  le t 
<x be the elim ination order on the variables x u , . . . ,  x ^ ,  e i , . . . ,  x a , .. •, Xts, et 
that we used in Section 2.2. [Recall that <% is an elim ination order defined 
using the lexicographic term order < i on the variables x u , . . .  ,xis, ei, with  
Xn < 1  X12 < 1  . . .  < 1  Xis < 1  ei, and any term order < 2  on the remaining  
variables X21, . . . ,  X2s, 6 2 , . . . ,  xa ,  • • •, et. Also recall that <x is defined so 
that the variables X2 1 , . . . ,  X2s, e2 , . . . ,  xa , • • •, ^ts, et are larger than the vari­
ables X u , . . .  ,x i s ,e i . ]  Now  define an elim ination order <  on the variables 
s i , . . . ,  Sm, X u , . . . ,  Xu, e i , . . . ,  Xa, . . ,  x^ ,  Cj, using DeSnition 2.2.20, using <« 
and <x on their respective sets o f variables w ith the variables x u , . . . ,  x is , e i,
. . . ,  Xa, • . . ,  Xts, et larger than the variables S i , . . . ,  s^- Then
1 . <  is an elim ination order w ith the variablesx2 i , . . . ,  xgg, 62 , ,  X t i , . . . ,  x^ ,  
larger than the variables S i , . . . ,  s^,  Xu, •. •, xu ,  eu'
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2 . when restricted to S i , . . . ,  Sm, z n , . . . ,  xi^, e i, <  is an elim ination order 
with the variable ei larger than the variables s i , . . . ,  5m, ^ i i i  • • •, ̂ is,‘
3. when restricted  to s i , . . . ,  Sm,% ii, • • • ,X i „  Si, <  is an elim ination order 
with the variables X i j , . . .  , x u , e i  larger than the variables 5 i , . . . ,5m ,  
^ 11, • • • fo r any j ,  K j <  s;
4. when restricted to s i , . . ., Sm, • • •, ̂ is, e i, <  is an elim ination order 
with the variables x u , . . . ,  x i^ , ei larger than the variables 5 i , . . . ,  Sm-
P r o o f .  A pp ly  Proposition 2.3.6 inductively, recalling (Remark 2.2.21) tha t 
the lexicographic term  order < i on the variables x n , . . .  ,xis, ei, w ith  x n  < i 
X i2 < 1  ••• < 1  x is < 1  Cl is an e lim ination order w ith  Xiy, . . .  ,Xis,Ci larger 
than x i i , . . . , x i ( j _ i )  fo r any j ,  1 <  7 <  s. C laim  (4) sim ply restates, for 
convenience, the de fin ition  o f <  □
R e m a r k  2.3.9 As a shortcut, we m ight say tha t <  is a sort o f lexicographic 
term  order writh
(5 i , . . , ,5 m } ’ ^  ^11 ^  ^  ^  ^  {^21, • • • , , ^2, * * * , , * • * , *
We may now apply Theorem 2.2.24, which we restate here fo r reference. 
T h e o re m  2.2.24 [A L, p. 69] Let I  be a nonzero ideal o f
• • • , ^m, î/l, • • • , 2/n]
and le t <  be an elim ination order w ith the y variables larger than the x  
variables. Let G be a Grôbner basis fo r I ,  computed w ith respect to <  Then 
G n F , [ x i , . . . ,  Xm] is a Grôbner basis for the ideal I  D F , [ x i , . . . ,  Xm].
C o r o lla r y  2.3.10 Let G be a Grôbner basis for the ideal S o f
Fçf^ i , . . . , 5m, ̂ 11, • • • , ^l5 , ^1, • * • , 1, • • ' , ],
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computed with respect to the term order < , where £ is deûned as in Deûnition
2.3.1 and <  is deûned as in  Corollaxy 2.3.8. Then
1 . G n  F , [ s i , . . . ,  Sm, ̂ 1 1 , ■■■, Zia, Cl] fs a Grôbner basis fo r the ideal £  D
, Sm, ̂ 111 • • ' , ̂ Is, ^l] j
2 . G n  F , [ s i , . . . ,  Sm, ̂ 11, • • •, is a Grôbner basis fo r the ideal £  n
Fq[si, . . . ,  Sm » ̂ 11 > • • • 1 (/—!)]> fo r 1  ^  j  ^  s,
3. G o  F , [ s i , . . . ,  s^] is a Grôbner basis for the ideal £  (1 F , [ s i , . . . ,  s„,].
P r o o f . A s we showed iu  C orollary 2.3.8, the term order <  is an e lim ination 
order in  several ways fo r various sets o f variables. Using th is fact along w ith  
C orollary 2.3.10 above, we have the desired result. □
T h e o re m  2.3.11 Let <  be the elim ination order deûned in Corollaxy 2.3.8,
Wl th { Sj, . . . , Sm } ^  ^  ^  Si ^  ^^21, ' ' ' ,  ̂ 2s, So, . . .  , Xi \ , . . , Xig, ê  ̂ .
Let G be a Grôbner basis fo r £  w ith respect to <  Let { S i , . . .  ,Sm) be the 
syndrome o f an error vector o f weight t. Then we can ûnd the error vector by 
substituting  S, fo r s,, fo r i  =  1 , . . . ,  m, in the polynomials in G and applying  
elim ination theory to the resulting set o f polynomials.
P r o o f .  To find the error vector it  suflBces, by Proposition 2.3.2 and Re­
m ark 2.2.14, to find those elements o f 7t(V'(£‘)) whose firs t m  coordinates are 
S i , . . .  ,Sm, where tt is projection on the firs t m - f s -I-1 coordinates o f V(£) .  
Consider the e lim ination ideal
^  n  Fg[si, . . . , Sm,
By C orollary 2.3.4, V (/s , ) is precisely the set o f a .l (m -f-l)-tup les occur­
ring as the firs t m +  1 coordinates o i V { £ ) .  By definition, V{Ig^ ) is the
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set o f a ll (m + 1 )-tuples (T i , . . . ,  I ’m, S u ) E fo r which a ll the polynom ials
in  Is , vanish when the value TJ is substituted fo r the indeterm inate s,-,
1 <  z <  m, and the value S u  is substituted fo r the indeterm inate x u - By 
Theorem 2.2.24, H\  =  G n F , [ s i , . . . ,  Sm,a:u] is a Grdbner basis for Is,,
In  particu la r. H i  is a generating set fo r I „  so to  find V{Is,  it
is enough to find V{H i ) .  We are interested only in  those elements o f V { H i )  
whose firs t m coordinates are S i , . . . ,  Sm- We already know that these values 
are valid  solutions fo r the variables s i , . . . ,Sm respectively. S ubstitu ting S,- 
fo r Si, i  =  1 , . . . ,  m, in  the polynom ials o f Hi ,  we obtain a set o f univariate 
polynom ials in  the variable xu - Solving for Xu by any convenient (or inconve­
nient) method, we obtain the set o f a ll (m -l-l)-s t coordinates o f those elements 
o f V { H )  whose firs t m  coordinates are S i , . . . ,  Sm- For example, suppose the 
common roots of  the univariate polynomials we obtained are R i , . . .  ,B ^. Then 
we know th a t the set o f (m -f-l)-tup les { ( S i , . . .  ,Sm, R i) , . . . ,  (S i , . . .  ,Sm ,& , ) }  
is exactly the set o f firs t m -H 1 coordinates o f those elements o f V(£)  whose 
firs t m coordinates are S i , . . . ,  Sm- In other words, th is is precisely the set o f 
firs t m +  l  coordinates o f the elements o f r~ ^ (S i , . . . ,  Sm) QV{S) ,  where r  is 
projection on the firs t m coordinates, as defined fo llow ing D efin ition 2.3.1.
Next, we use these (m +  1)-tuples, one by one, as we did in  the proof of 
Theorem 2.2.24, to make substitutions for the variables S i , . . .  ,Sm,Xn in  the 
polynom ials of H 2 =  G 0  F ,[s i, x u , z i 2], which, by Theorem 2.2.24, is
a Grdbner basis fo r the ideal /s,,...,s„,ru,ru =  S n  F , [ « i , . . .  ,Sm,xu ,x i2]. We 
obtain, each tim e, a collection o f univariate polynom ials in  the variable X12, 
whose common roots we find. Since there are u {m +  1)-tuples, we perform  
this procedure u times, each tim e finding the set o f (m +  2)-nd coordinates 
o f those elements o f V{£)  whose firs t (m - I -1) coordinates are S i , . . . ,  Sm, Ri,
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for i  =  1 , . . . ,  u. In  fact, we are follow ing essentially the same procedure tha t 
we used in  the proof o f Theorem 2.2.25. However, rather than finding all  
elements o f i r {V{£)) ,  we restrict the process to  those w ith  5 i , . . . ,  5 ^  as the 
firs t m  coordinates.
As before, because o f the elim ination properties o f the term  order < , which 
we constructed fo r the express purpose o f having those properties, we are able 
to continue the process above u n til we have found a ll the coordinates o f the
elements o f  whose firs t m coordinates are
Therefore, by our previous results, we have found the error points and the ir 
associated error values, and so we have found the error vector. □
I t  is im po rtan t to note tha t the results above are true only when the syn­
drome ( 5 i , . . . ,  Sm) is actually a syndrome o f an error vector of weight exactly 
t. As in Section 2.2, when we computed the error locator ideal £{Si,...,Sm)(^) 
for a specific syndrome (S i , . . . ,  Sm), there w ill be no common zeros for the 
polynom ials o f S i f  ( S i , . . . , Sm) is the syndrome o f an error vector o f weight 
greater than t. This allows us, given a syndrome o f an unknown error vector, 
to use m axim um  likelihood decoding. That is, i f  the syndrome is nonzero, we 
attem pt to decode by assuming th a t an error o f weight 1 has occurred. O nly i f  
there are no solutions in  that case do we go on to a ttem pt to decode an error 
o f weight 2, and so on. Here is an example.
E xa m p le  2.3.12 Binary  five-times repetition code
The five-tim es repetition code C  over F 2 encodes the binary d ig it 0 to the 
codeword 00000 and the binary d ig it I  to  the codeword 11 111. Clearly, C  has 
m inim um  distance 5 and can therefore correct 2 errors. A  parity  check m atrix
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fo r C  is
M  =
/ I  1 0 0 0 \ 
0 1 1 0  0 
0 0 1 1 0
Vo 0 0 1 1/
which can be expressed as the polynom ial evaluation m a trix
(001) (010) (O il) (100) (101)
/
xy +  +  t/ +  z
M =  +  y
xy +  xz +  yx +  X 





















so we may regard C  as the aflBne variety code C-‘- ( /, L ), where /  =  (xyz +  
xy  +  X2 +  yz +  x  +  y +  2  +  l , x y z  +  xy, xyz) Ç F 2 [x, y, z\ and L  is the linear 
subspace o f F 2 [x, y, z ] / / ,  generated by the polynom ials x y + x z  +  y +  z, xy  +  y, 
xy  +  xz 4- yz 4- x, and xy 4- x. Note tha t
/ ,  =  (xyz 4- xy  4- xz 4- yz 4- X 4- y 4- z 4- 1, xyz 4- xy, xyz, x^ — x, y^ -  y, z^ — z)
and th a t
V{ I , )  =  {(001), (010), (Oi l) ,  (100), (101)}.
Note also th a t we have conveniently chosen the points o f V{Ig)  so th a t the 
evaluation o f each point as a binary number corresponds to its  location in the 
po in t order (e. g. the point (100) is in  position 4 =  IOO2 in  the po in t order).
Since we want to  correct up to two errors we must compute Grobner bases 
fo r the ideals £ (1 ) and £ (2 ) corresponding to  errors o f weights 1 and 2  respec­
tive ly.
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A  Grobner basis for £ (1 ), computed by the software Gb [Fau], is
S4 + x ,
+  X ,
S2  +  y 
xy
2/^ +  y,
Si +  x +  yz +  1,
^3 +  y +  z +  1 ,
xz +  X +  yz 4- y +  z +  1,
z^ +  z,
Let us firs t see what happens when we decode using the syndrome o f an 
error vector o f weight 1 . For example, suppose the error vector is 00010. 
M u ltip ly in g  the transpose o f th is vector on the le ft by the p a rity  check m atrix 
M , we see th a t the syndrome o f th is  error vector is (0 0 1 1 ); i. e. , 5 i =  0 , S2  =  
0, S3 =  1, and 5 4  =  1. We firs t try  to  find the elements o f V {£{ ! ) )  using 
e lim ination theory.
By Theorem 2.3.11, the firs t coordinate o f the error po in t is exactly the set 
(containing one element) of common solutions to the firs t group o f polynom ials 
o f the Grobner basis above fo r f  (1), when Si =  0, sg =  0, S3 =  1, and S4 =  1 . 
M aking the substitu tion  S4 =  1, which is the only substitu tion required in  this 
case, we have
S4 +  X 1-4 1 +  X
x^ +  X i-> x^ +  X.
Since any element o f F 2 satisfies x^ +  x, but only the element 1 o f Fg satisfies 
X +  1 , we have x  =  1 . We now know th a t Si =  0, sg =  0, S3 =  1 , S4 =  1, and 
X =  1. We substitute the known values for these variables in to  the polynom ials 
in  the second group, which are polynom ials in  Si, Sg, S3 , S4 , x, and y. We then 
solve fo r y:
S2  + y 0  +  y =  y
xy 1-4 y 
y2 4 . y y2 +  y.
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Since any element o f Fg satisfies +  y , but on ly 0 satisfies the polynom ial y, 
we have y =  0. The inform ation we have so fax is s i =  0, S2 =  0, S3 =  1, S4 =  
l , x  =  l , y  =  0. M aking these substitutions in  the th ird  group o f polynomials,
those in  the variables Si,S2 ,S3,S4 ,x, y, and z, we get
Si +  X +  yz +  1 t—>• 0  +  l  +  0  +  l  =  0 ,
S3 +  y +  x +  l  H-> l + 0  +  z +  l  =  x,
xz +  x +  yz +  y +  z +  l  t-»- z +  l +  0  +  z +  l  =  0 ,
z^ +  z H-)- z^ +  z.
Since any element o f F 2 satisfies the polynom ials 0 and z^ +  z, but only 0 is
a root o f z, we have z =  0. We now know a ll three coordinates o f the error
point. The error po in t is (100), for as we have seen, x  =  1, y =  0, and z =  0.
We do not need to go on to solve for the error value, because we know it  is a
nonzero element o f F 2 , and so it  must be 1. Thus the error vector is 00010.
Since the varie ty V {£{ ! ) )  is nonempty, we stop. We do not continue on to find
elements o f V{£{2)) ,  because we already have our decoding solution.
Suppose next th a t we have received an error vector o f weight 2, fo r example
the error vector 11000. The syndrome o f th is error vector is (0100). That is,
Si =  0, S2 =  1 , 5 3  =  0, and S4 =  0. As would be the case in an actual
decoding problem , we assume tha t we do not know the weight o f the error
vector. Therefore, we firs t try  to find solutions to the polynomials in  £(1). As
before, we begin by substitu ting the known syndrome values for the ir respective
variables in  the polynom ials in  the firs t group o f the Grobner basis for 5(1).
We obtain
S4 +  X X
x^ +  X i-> x^ +  X.
We therefore have x  =  0. Next, we substitute known values for Si, Sg, ^3 , ^4 ,
and X into  the polynom ials o f the second group:
S2 + y 1-4 1 +  y 
xy H4 0 
y2 +  y y2 +  y.
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Thus, we have y =  1 . Continuing, we substitu te  known values into  the th ird  
group of polynom ials.
5 1 + X  +  Î/2 +  1 l-> 0 +  0 +  2: +  l  =  2 + l ,
5 3 + y  +  2 H - l  1-4 0 4 - l - h z - | - l  =  z,
x z - \ - x  +  yz +  y->rz-\ - l  i-4 0 - | - 0 - f z - f l - l - z - f l  =  0, 
z^ -I- z z^ -I- z.
Note tha t the polynom ial z - f 1 im plies z =  1, w hile the polynom ial z im plies 
z =  0. Thus there is no solution to  th is set o f polynom ials. Tha t means tha t 
the syndrome (0100) is not the syndrome o f an error vector o f weight 1 (or 
less). So we must s ta rt over again, th is  tim e using the Grobner basis fo r the 
ideal S{2). Again using Gb [Fau], we find th a t a Grobner basis fo r tha t ideal 
is:
s\ +  S4,
S4S3 4" S4S1 4- S3S2S1 4- S3S2 -p S3S1 4- 5 i ,
S4« 2^ l  4- S4S2 4* S4S1 S4,
S§ 4-S 3 , 
s\ +  S2,
« Î 4- s i ,
x\ + X i ,
X1S4 - | - X i S 2 S l  4 - X 1 S 2  4- X i S i ,
X1S3S2S1 4- X1S3S2 4- X1S3S1 +  X i«3 -f- S3S2S1 -f- S3S2 4- S3S1 4- S3, 
y? 4- y i ,
yixi,
J/1S4 4- X1S2 4- S4S2,
1/1 S3 4- Î/1S1 - f  X1S3S2 - f  X1S2S1 4- S3S2 -f- S2S1,
J/1S2S1 4- î/iS i 4- S4S2 4 - S4 4- S2Si s i ,
2? 4- x i ,
21Î/1 4- x iX i  4- Zi 4-  i/i 4- X i 4- 1,
21X1S3 4" Z1S3 4- x iS i 4- X1S3S2 4- X1S2S1 4- S3S2 -f- S3S1 4- S2S1 4- s%,
ziXiSi 4- X1S3S1 4- x i S i ,
21S4 4- X1S3 4- X1S2 -t- S4S2 4- S4S1 -f- S3S2S1 4" S3S2 4- S3Si 4- S3,
21S3S1 4- z iS j 4 " X1S3S2 4- I1S3S1 4- X1S3 -f- X1S2S1 4- S3S2 4- S3 4- S2S1 4- s i,
2iS2 4 - yiS2 4* j / is i  -f- x iS 3S2 -HX1S2S1 4- S4 4- S2S1 4- S2 4- s i,
2% 4- 2 i 4- S3 4- S2,
J/2 4- y i 4- S2 ,
X2 4- x i  4" S4.
Note tha t we have arranged the polynom ials in  five d istinct groups, so tha t 
this collection o f polynom ials has a “triangu la r” form . That is, the polynom ials
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in  the firs t group axe polynomiaJs in  the variables S i , . . . ,  S4 alone, those in  the 
second group are polynom ials in  s i , . . . ,  S4 and x i ,  those in the th ird  group 
are polynom ials in  s i , . . . ,  S4 , x i ,  and j/i, and those in  the fourth  group are 
polynom ials in  s i , . . . ,  S4 , x i , 2/ i, and zi. F ina lly, the fifth  group contains the 
rem aining polynom ials in  th is Grobner basis fo r S(2). This grouping method 
makes it  easy to find  the Grobner bases, guaranteed by Theorem 2.2.24, fo r 
each o f the e lim ination ideals we are interested in . In  fact, the Gb software 
[Fau] we used to calculate th is Grobner basis fo r S(2) produced its  lis tin g  in 
th is form , except in  reverse order, and w ithou t the blank lines we have added 
between the groups to improve readability.
The polynom ials in  the firs t group display relationships among the syn­
dromes s i , . . . ,  S4 of the code C.  W hile these relationships may be interesting 
in  themselves, we do not need to concern ourselves w ith  them w hile we are 
decoding, fo r we already have a known syndrome, namely the syndrome o f the 
received word we want to decode. In th is example th a t syndrome is (0100); 
tha t is. Si =  0 ,S2 =  1, S3 =  0, S4 =  0. We can im m ediately make these 
substitutions in  the polynom ials o f the second group, yielding 
x'f + X i  Xi + X i
X1S4 +  X1S2 S1 -h X1S2 +  XiSi Xi
X1S3 S2 S1 +  X1 S3 S2 -h XiSjSi -h X1S3  +  S3 S2 Si -h S3 S2 -h S3 S1 +  $ 2  1-̂  0.
By Theorem 2.3.11, the set o f firs t coordinates o f the error points is precisely 
the set o f simultaneous solutions to these three polynom ials. Now every ele­
ment o f Fg satisfies the firs t polynom ial x f -hx i  and also the th ird  polynom ial
0. However, only one element o f F j is a root o f the second polynom ial x i,  
the fie ld element 0. We therefore know th a t the firs t coordinate o f the er­
ror points is 0. Adding this inform ation to w hat we already know, we have 
Si =  0 ,s -2 =  1, S3 =  0, S4 =  0 ,x i  =  0. M aking these substitutions in  the
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polynom ials o f the th ird  group, we obtain
y l  +  y\ '->• y? +  y i
V l X i  r-r 0
Î/1S4 +  X1S2 +  ^4^2  ̂ 0
Î/1S3 +  2/l5l +  X1S3S2 +  X iSjS l +  ^3^2 +  52^1 ^  0
2/1®2^1 +  2/1^1 +  S4 5 2  +  S4  +  52^1 +  S i 0 .
Clearly, every element o f F 2 satisfies a ll these polynomials, and so the set of 
firs t and second coordinates o f the error points, by Theorem 2.3.11, is exactly 
the set consisting o f 00 and 01. We now have two cases:
1 . Si =  0 ,S2 =  1 , S3 =  0 , S4 =  0 ,Z i =  0 ,y i =  0 , and
2. Si =  0 ,S2 =  1, S3 =  0 , S4 =  0 ,x i =  0 ,y i =  1.
In  case (1), when we substitute the values 0,1,0,0,0,0 fo r the variables s i, S2 , S3 , S4 , x i, 
and 2/1, respectively, in  the polynom ials o f the fourth  group, we get
2l +  2l zl  +  Zi
-IÎ/I +  +  ^1 +  J/i +  Xi +  1 l-t Zl +  1
^3 4" ^1^3 +  4" 3 : iS 3 S2  +  X 1 S2 S 1 4" S3 S2  +  S3 S 1 +  S2 S1 +  S i 1-4 0
r iX iS i - f -x iS 3Si-hx iS i  (->■ 0
Z1S4 +  X1S3 -|- X1S2 -b S4S2 4- S4S1 4- S3S2S1 4- S3S2 4" S3S1 4 - S3 0
Z1S3S1 4 - ziS i 4- X1S3S2 4- X1S3S1 4- X1S3 4- X1S2S1 4- S3S2 4- S3 4- S2S1 -4- Si 1-4 0
Z1S2 4- 2/1S2 4- 2/iSi 4- X1S3S2 -f- X1S2S1 -b S4 4- S2S1 4 - S2 4 - Si 1-4 .Ti 4- 1,
whose solution set is the element 1 o f F 2 , w hile in  case (2), substitu ting  
0,1,0,0,0,1 fo r the variables Si,S2 ,S3 ,S4 , x i ,  and y i, respectively, in  the poly­
nomials o f the fourth  group, we obtain 
Zl 4- Zl
Zi2/i 4- ziXi -b Zl -b yi 4- x i  4-1
zi^ iS3 4 - Z1S3 4- ziSi 4- X1S3S2 4- X1S2S1 -b S3S2 4- S3S1 4- S2S1 4- Si 
Z iX iS i  4 - X 1 S3 S 1 4 - x i S i
Z1S4 4- 2:iS3 4- X1S2 -b S4S2 -b S4S1 4- S3S2S1 4- S3S2 4- S3S1 4- S3 
ZlS3S1 4 - ziS i 4- X1S3S2 4- X1S3S1 4- X1S3 4- X1S2S1 4- S3S2 -b S3 4- S2S1 4- s
Z1S2 4- 2/1S2 4- y i S i  4- T1S3S2 4- xiSgSi -b S4 4- S2S1 4- S2 4- si
whose solution set is the element 0 o f F 2 . We now know the first, second, and
th ird  coordinates o f the error points. They are (001) and (010). I f  we were
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working over any fie ld other than Fg, we would now go on to find the error 
values associated w ith  these points by substitu ting  in  tu rn  every set o f known 
values for the syndrome and the error points in to  the group o f polynom ials in  
the variables s i , . . . ,  5 4 , x i ,  y i, z i ,e i  and solving fo r e i. In  our situation, though, 
since we know the error values must be nonzero elements o f F%, we are done, 
because there is only one such element, the element 1 . Thus, the error vector 
has a 1 in  the firs t coordinate (0 0 1 ) and a 1 in  the second coordinate (0 1 0 ), 
w ith  zeros elsewhere. Checking th is solution against the error vector th a t we 
started w ith , we see th a t we have decoded correctly.
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M inim um  Distance Calculation
3.1 Introduction
In  th is chapter we show how to  find  the m inim um  distance o f linear codes using 
Grobner basis com putations. This is a generalization o f results o f D. Augot 
[Au], who described a method fo r finding m inim um  weight codewords o f cyclic 
codes using Grp" bner bases. We showed in  the firs t chapter tha t any linear 
code can be represented as C ^ { I ,  L)  fo r an ideal I  Ç F , [ z i , . . . ,  r , ]  (for some 
s) and a linear subspace L  o f F , [ r i , . . . ,  % ,]//,. Now we w ill see tha t there is a 
zero-dimensional polynom ial ideal (5^) for which the variety V[{Sd)) Ç 
can be mapped onto the set o f codewords o f weight less than or equal to d. 
Since {Sd) is zero-dimensional, i t  is possible (using Grobner bases) to calculate 
the number N  o f points in  V{Sd)- I t  is also possible to  calculate No, the 
number o f points o f V(Sd) th a t are mapped to the all-zero codeword. The 
number N q is independent o f the particu lar code C  and depends only on q 
and on com binatorial properties o f the integer d. I f  C is nontriv ia l, then the 
diflference N  — No is zero i f  and only i f  the m inim um  distance o f C is s tric tly  
greater than d.
In  Section 2 o f th is chapter, we show how to calculate No- In  Section 3, we 
discuss methods o f find ing a lower bound for the m inim um  distance of C.  This 
enables us to m inim ize the number o f Grobner basis com putations required to 
find  C ’s m inim um  distance.
51
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3.2 Calculation o f N q 
The follow ing three examples illustra te  many o f the concepts we w ill work w ith  
more abstractly in  the remainder o f th is section. In  the examples, we consider 
the dual code C to  the ternary Generalized Reed-M uller code R (l,2 ). As an 
affine variety code, C is the code L) where /  is the ideal generated by 
zero in F 3 [x, y], Iq =  — y), and L  is generated by the polynomials
in X and y o f to ta l degree less than or equal to 1. The variety V  consists o f 
a ll points o f the form  (x^y) w ith  both x  and y elements o f F 3 . We order the 
points o f V  conventionally. A  parity  check m a trix  fo r th is code is given by
P̂ =: Pi f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t
/  "
0 2 0 3 0 '  \
/ l  =  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
f2= X 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2
fz =  y V 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 J
Let S4 be the fo llow ing system o f polynomials:
a i  • 1 +  0 2  • 1 +  0 3  • 1 +  0 4  • 1  
O i X i  +  a 2 X 2  +  O 3 Z 3  +  0 4 X 4
Û1Î/1 +  023/2 +  Û33/3 +  043/4 
o? — 1,1 <  i  <  4 
-  Xi, 1 <  z <  4 
V i -  1 <  Ï <  4
(2)
We seek solutions o i , . . . ,  0 4 , x i, j/i, X2 , 2/2 , X3 , yz, X4 , y^ to  th is system o f poly­
nomials, and we intend to see how such solutions relate to codewords o f weight 
4 or less.
E x a m p l e  3.2.1 A  codeword o f weight 4
I t  is the firs t three polynom ials of S 4 tha t we are most interested in. The 
other polynomials sim ply ensure tha t o i , . . . ,  04, x i ,  y i , . . . , X 4 ,  y  ̂ a ll lie in  F 3 ,  
and that o^,. . . ,  04 are nonzero.
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One solution is the following:
Û1 — 1 , Û2 ”  2 , Û3 "  2 , Û4 — 1 ,
=  (0 , 1 } =  P-i 
(^2 ,î/2 ) =  (1 , 0 ) =  P4 
(^3,î/3) =  (1 , 2 ) =  Pe
(^4 , 2/4) — (2,1) ~  Pg- 
To confirm  th a t th is  is a solution, we substitu te  these elements o f F 3 into the 
appropriate variables in  (2), and, doing a rithm etic  in  F 3 ,  we have
l - l  +  2 - l  +  2 - l  +  l - l  =  0 
1 0  +  2 1  +  2  1 4 - 1 2  =  0 
1 1 +  2 0 +  2 2 +  1 1 = 0
Since the solution points P2, P4 , Pe, and Pg are d istinct, this solution corre­
sponds to  a codeword (010202010) o f weight 4 w ith  Oi =  1 in  coordinate 2 
(corresponding to P j), 02 =  2 in  coordinate 4 (corresponding to P4 ), 03 =  2 in 
coordinate 6  (corresponding to Pg), 04 =  1 in  coordinate 8  (corresponding to 
Pg), and zeros elsewhere. Note tha t th is rea lly  is a codeword, since
/ I  1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2




n 2 r o \
2 0 = 0
2 l o ;
0
1
Therefore, in  th is case, there is a codeword o f weight 4 corresponding to a
solution to  S 4 . Note tha t the solution
CL̂  — 2 , ^ 2  — 2 , Ug — 1 , Û4 — 1 ,
(^1, 2/1) =  ( 1 ,0 )  =  P 4  
(^2 ,2 /2 ) =  ( 1 , 2 ) =  P g  
(1 3 , 2/3) =  ( 0 ,1 )  =  P 2  
(^4 , 2/4) =  (2 , 1 ) =  P g .
also corresponds to the same codeword. Th is solution is a perm utation o f the
firs t solution in  the sense that we have applied a perm utation to the Qj and the
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same perm utation to the (x,-,y,). The codeword we find is the same, because 
the points o f the variety V  are always considered in  the same fixed order when 
we seek codewords.
E x a m p l e  3.2.2 A codeword o f weight 3
We continue using the code C  o f Example 3.2.1. Another solution to S4 is
Cl =  1 ,0 2  =  1 ,0 3  =  2 ,0 4  =  2 ,
(^ i , î / i )  =  (0 , 0 ) =  Pi 
(^ 2 , 1/2 ) =  (1 , 2 ) =  Pe 
(2^3,2/3 ) =  (2 ,1 ) =  Pg 
(̂ 4,2/4) — (2, 1) — Pg-
Note th a t the points (^3 ,^ 3) and (1 4 , 1/4 ) are both Pg. Confirm ing tha t this is 
a solution, we have
1 ’ 1 +  1 ‘ 1 +  2 ’ 1 +  2 ' 1 = 0  
1 0 +  1 1 +  2 2 +  2 2 =  0 
1 0  +  1 2  +  2 1 +  2 1 = 0
To see i f  there is a codeword associated to this solution, we arrange the solu­
tion  points in  order, collect and sum the ir coefficients, and obtain the follow ing 
table:
P oin t Coefficients Sum o f Coefficients (in  F 3 )
Pi Oi =  1 1
Pe C2 =  1 1
Ps Û3 2 , (Z4 — 2 1
Using the nonzero entries in  the th ird  column (Sum o f  Coefficients), we see tha t 
there is a codeword (1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 ) w ith  the sum o f P i’s coefficients in  coordinate 
1, the sum o f Pg’s coefficients in  coordinate 6 , the sum o f Pg’s coefficients in  
coordinate 8 , and zeros elsewhere. This is a codeword o f weight 3.
This solution to S4 , then, corresponds to a codeword o f weight less than 4. 
Note tha t there axe two coefficients, 03 and û4 , belonging to  the point Pg, and 
one coefficient each, o i and 0 3 , belonging to the points P i and Pg respectively.
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The numbers 2, 1, and 1 o f coefficients belonging to the d istinct points o f the 
solution constitute a partition  o f the integer 4. T ha t is, 2+14-1=4. We w ill
form ally define pa rtitions shortly and use them extensively thereafter in  th is
section.
E x a m p l e  3.2.3 A solution associated to the zero codeword
Again, we continue working w ith  the code C  o f Example 3.2.1. A  th ird  
type of solution occurs when we select o i , . . . ,  04 so th a t o i +  03 +  03 +  04 =  0  
and take { x i , y i )  =  . . .  =  (X4, j/4 ). A  specific example is
Û1 — 1 ,^ 2  ”  11 ^3 “  2 , (Z4 =  2 ,
{3:1 , y i) =  (2 , 2 ) =  Pg 
i^ 2 i 2/2 ) — (2, 2) =  Pg 
(^3 , 2/3 ) — (2,2) =  Pg 
(^4, 2/4) — (2, 2) =  Pg.
The reader can confirm  tha t th is is a solution to S4 , and indeed, w ith  these a,-
we have a solution no m atter which particu lar Pi e ( P i , . . . ,  Pg} we choose for
the points (r ,, y,), 1 <  i  <  4, as long as they are a ll the same. I f  we follow  the
same procedure we used in Example 3.2.2, displaying our results in  tabular
form , we have:
Point Coefficients Sum o f Coefficients (in  ¥ 3 )
P9 C l =  1 ,0 2  =  1 , 03 =  2 , 04 =  2 0
The codeword associated to th is solution has 0 in  coordinate 9 and also zeros 
elsewhere; thus, i t  is the all-zero codeword. Note th a t th is solution is associ­
ated w ith  the p a rtitio n  4 of the integer 4. That is, a ll four coefficients belong 
to the same point.
O f course, combinations o f the three types o f examples above can also 
occur. I f  instead o f ^ 4  we used Sg (which means we are interested in  solu­
tions corresponding to  codewords o f weight 8 or less, so we use polynomials
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H y=i &nd corresponding polynom ials to force the additional variables
to meet the qualifications we require), we could have
01 =  1 (x i ,y i )  = P i  as =  1 (xs,2/5) =  -Pg
02 =  1 (x2 ,t/2) =  Pe «6  =  1 (x6 ,ye) =  Pg
« 3 = 2  (X3,yz) =  Ps «7 =  2 (X7, yj) =  Pg
04 =  2 (X3 ,ys) =  Ps Os =  2 (xg, yg) =  Pg.
Our table then looks like
Point Coefficients Sum o f Coefficients (in  F 3 )
P i Oi =  1 1
Pe 02  =  1 1
Ps 03 —— 2 , 04 — 2 1
Pg 0 5  =  1 , og =  1 ,0 7  =  2 , og =  2 0
and , constructing a 9-tuple w ith  the sum o f the coefficients o f p  in  the i- 
th  coordinate (and zeros elsewhere), we see th a t th is  solution corresponds to 
the codeword o f weight 3 tha t we have already found.
We next define more rigorously the procedure we have been using to fin d 
the codewords associated to a solution to Sj.
F irs t, here are a few technical results th a t we w ill need later.
D e f i n i t i o n  3.2.4 F ix  a fin ite  field F ,.  Define Z{ to  be the number o f ways 
to choose o i , . . . ,  Of from  F ,\{ 0 }  so tha t o i +  • • • +  o,- =  0. (Note tha t order 
matters: a\ =  1 ,0 2  =  4 is a different so lu tion to  o i +  02  =  0 in  F 5 than 
o i =  4 , 02 =  1.)
R e m a r k  Clearly, zi =  0.
L e m m a  3.2.5 For i  >  2, z, =  (y — 1)'"^ — z ,_ i.
P r o o f . There are (y — 1 ) ‘~̂  ways to choose o i , . . . ,  o,_i from  F ,\{ 0 } . O f 
these, Zf_i have the property tha t o i +  • • • +  o ,_ i =  0 : thus there is no way
to choose a nonzero o, so tha t o i H f- o,_i +  o, =  0. On the other hand, i f
Oi +  • • • +  Of_i 7̂  0 , there is exactly one way to choose a nonzero o,- (namely
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OLi =  — ( fli +  • • • +  SO tha t û i +  • • • 4* Qt—1 4- Ot = 0 . D
R e m a rk  The recurrence given in  Lemma 3.2.2 provides an easy way to 
compute the numbers 2,- using a computer program.
I t  is easy to obtain a closed form  for 2,-, but in  our work it  is more convenient 
to use the recurrence.
D e f in it io n  3.2.6 For /? E F , \ { 0 } ,  define 2 ,-,̂  to be the number o f ways to 
choose elements Oi, . . . ,  a,- of F , \ { 0 }  so th a t o i 4------- 1- a,- =  /3.
Lemma 3.2.7 I f  q >  2, then 2 ,̂̂  >  0 fo r any nonzero P € F ,, and fo r any 
i  >  0 .
P r o o f . W e use induction  on i. If i  =  1, take oi =  /?.
Now suppose the lemma holds for i  =  fc, and consider the case i  =  k +  1 .
We seek O i , . . . ,  o t+ i E F , \ { 0 }  w ith  a i 4 h u t+ i =  P. Since g #  2, there
is a E F , \ { 0 } ,  w ith  P' ^  p. By the induction hypothesis, there are nonzero
Û1, . . . ,  Ofc w ith  Cl 4 \-Ck =  P'. Take =  P — P'. Since P 7  ̂P', #  0,
an d  oi 4- • • • 4- Ofc 4- Ujt+i = P' -¥ {P — P') = P- □
R e m a r k  W hen  q =  2, there  is only one nonzero elem ent of F ,, nam ely  1, so
_ _  r 1 i f  2 is odd;
1 0  i f  2 is even.
Let { P i , . . . ,  P „} =  V{Iq) for some ideal I  o f F , [ x i , . . . ,  x^], and use R  as 
usual to denote F , [ x i , . . .  ,X s ]//,. Let {^ 1, . . .  ,^u} be a generating set for / ,  
w ith  gh E F , [ x i , . . . ,  x^] for /i =  1 , . . . ,  22. Then, as usual, / ,  =  (^1 , . . . , gu,x\ —
Xl , . . . , Xg Xg) .
F ina lly, le t / i , . . . ,  /m be any elements o f F , [ x i , . . . ,  x^].
D e f in it io n  3.2.8 Denote by S j the union o f the fo llow ing
sets Sdl,Sd2 ■,Sdi,Sd^ o f polynom ials in  the variables a i , . . . , o < f , , x i i , . . . , x ia ,
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. . . ) , . . ., ^ds •
•— {53 j= l ■ • • 1 ̂ js)i  i  — 1 , . . . , JTl},





— { .Q h ip^ jX i  • • • 1 ^ j s ) i  h  — 1,..., îi,_y — 1,..., (f}, 
=  -  ^ j k j  =  1,..., A: =  1,..., s}.
L e m m a  3.2.9 There are a ûnite number o f points in V{Sd) Ç
P r o o f . I f  { A i , . . .  ,A d ,b n , . . .  , b u , . . .  ,bdi, . . .  ,bds) is in  V{{Sd)), then A j  is 
in  Fg and bjk is in  F , fo r j  =  1 , . . . ,  d and A: =  1 , . . . ,  s. □
C o r o l l a r y  3.2.10 The ideal generated by Sd in
^ ^ [ ^ 1  ) • * * Î ^ . )  ^ 1 1  ) '  • • Ï ^ 1 ^ 1  • ’  • Î ^ . 1 1  • '  • Ï ^<^5 ]
is a zero-dimensional ideal.
P r o o f . This follows from  the defin ition o f zero-dimensional ideal [D efin ition 
1.1.3]. □
R e m a r k  We w ill sometimes use the phrase “solution o f Sd" to  refer to a 
po in t o f V{Sd).
L e m m a  3.2.10 I f
S ( - ^ 1 1  - ^ 2 i  * * ■ Î ï ^ l l î  • ■ ■ 1 ^211 • ■ • 1 . .  ? b d l ) • • • 1 bds^
is a solution o f S, then {bj i , . . . ,  bjs) is a po in t o fV{ Ig)  for each j ,  1 <  i  <  d.
P r o o f . Each s-tuple {b j i , . . . ,  bjs) satisfies a ll the polynom ials in  because 
6j i , . . . ,  bjs satisfy the polynom ials in  5 .3  and Sd^, which together generate / , .  
□
D e f in it io n  3.2.11 (N otation) For a solution
S ( - ^ I  ) * ^ 2  Î * * • 1 * ^ .5  ^ 1 1 Î • ’ ■ 1 b\s^  f^2 I Î * • • 1 ^ 2 s i • • * 1 bdX Ï ? Û .JÏ )
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of S, where
{ b j i , b j s )  =  Pi- e {Pi, ...,Pn} =  V{Iq),
write
S — -̂ 2) • ' • 1 -̂ d)5 (-^1 ; P12 ) • • • 1 Îd))'
We will call Aj the coefficient of the point Pi-.
Example 3.2.12. The solution
Û1 — 1, U2 “  2 ,0 3  “  2,^4 — 1,
(^1) yi) — (0) 1) — P2  
(3 2̂ , V2) =  (1, 0) =  P4 
{^z,yz) =  (1,2) =  Pe 
(^4 , 1/4) — (2,1) =  Pg-
of Example 3.2.1 would be written ((1,2,2,1), (P2 , P4 , Pe, Pg)). The first point 
P/i in the 4-tuple of points {P2 , P4 , Pe, Ps) is P2 and its coefficient is the first
entry Ai in the 4-tuple (1,2,2,1) of coefficients, namely 1 . Thus, the coefficient
of P/j is 1 .
Now let C =  C^{I,L)  denote the affine variety code contained in F^, 
with L the linear subspace of F ,[z i ,. . .  generated by the polynomials
fi,...,Jm and P i , . . . ,  P„ a fixed ordering of the points of y  =  y ( /,) .
Denote by T  the set of solutions of Sd- An element of T  looks like
s =  ( ( A i , . . . ,  A j ) , ( F i , , . . . , F ,J)  €  ( f ; ) ' '  X V “ .
(We are giving V{Sd) a new name T  for when we think of it as being contained 
in the set (F^ )“̂ x V‘̂ .)
Define a set map 7  : T  —  ̂F ” as follows.
First note that F ” is an F,-vector space with canonical basis : 1 <  i < 
n}, where is the n-tuple having 1 in the z-th coordinate and zeros elsewhere.
Next note that each of the points P/y, I  <  i  <  d, is one of the points 
Pi , . . . ,  P„ of V{Ig). So Ij is an integer between 1 and n inclusive, but the Ij
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need not a ll be d is tinct. The idea o f the map 7  is to  collect and sum a ll the 
coefficients Aij belonging to each d is tin c t P,-.
Therefore, we define 7  by
d
T ((-^ i) • • • ) ) {Pi\ 1 • • • 1 ^  •
J=1
E x a m p le  3.2.13 Suppose V ( /,)  =  {P i,  P2 , • • •, P5 }, and suppose
((4,4,1,1 ,2),(P 5,P 3,P 2,P 5,P 3)) 
is a solution to Sj, w ith  F , =  F 5 . Then 7  maps th is solution to
4(00001) +  4(00100) +  1(01000) +  1(00001) +  2(00100) =  (01100).
Note especially th a t the coefficients A i =  4 and A t =  1 o f P5 sum to 0, so the 
fifth  coordinate o f the image under 7  o f th is solution is 0 .
P r o p o s it io n  3.2.14 W ith the notation and definitions o f the preceding 
paragraphs, and fo r q >  2, the image o f  7  in  F ”  is the set o f codewords o f C 
having weight less than or equal to d.
P r o o f .  Suppose s =  {{Ai, . . . ,  A j), (P/ j , . . . ,  P;^)) is a  so lution of 5 j .  We 
have a lready  seen th a t  the  P/ .̂, 1 <  i  <  d, are points ofV{Ig).  Since th is  po in t 
of V (Sd) m ust sa tisfy  the  polynom ials o f , A j“  ̂— 1 =  0 for j  =  1 , . . . ,  d, so 
each Aj  G F , \ ( 0 }  Ç  F , .  Therefore, th e  sum  of any subset of the  elem ents of 
( A i , . . . ,  Ad} is an  elem ent of F , .
I f
d
~ f { {A i , . . . ,A d ) , {P i i , . . . ,P i j ) )  =  =  (0 , • • • , 0 ),
i= i
we are done, because the all-zero vector is always a codeword. Suppose 
T,^=iAj^ij ^  (0 , . . .  ,0). Since there are at most d d istinct contribu ting 
to the sum, J2j=i is a vector o f F ”  o f weight at most d. To see th a t this
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vector is a codeword, note tha t we may w rite  as E "= i where
Ci =  Y,i j=iAi j  i f  I j =  * fo r any j ,  I  <  j  <  d, and c,- =  0 otherwise. Then, for 
any polynom ial /  G { / i , . . . ,  /m }, E ”= i Q/(-f t)  may be rew ritten  as
Z ( Z A ) / W ) ,  (1 )
c.-̂ O /y=i
(leaving out the terms where c,- =  0). D is tribu ting  f {P i )  over the second sum , 
we see, since there are d coeflBcients A j ,  tha t equation (1) can be rew ritten as
A i/(P 1 J  +  - - - + A r f / ( P / J = 0 ,
because the po in t ( ( A i , . . . ,  A j ) ,  (P;, is a solution o f Sd,. Since this
is true for any /  in  { f i , .. ■, fm},  E y= i Ay /̂̂ . is in  the orthogonal complement 
o f L  in F ", so is a codeword o f C.
Conversely, suppose c =  ( c i , . . . ,  c^) is a codeword o f C  o f weight less than 
or equal to  d. I f  the weight o f c is exactly d, then there are nonzero coordinates 
Cl, =  A i , . .. ,ci j =  A j such tha t
A i f i {P i , )  H b Adfi{Pi j ) =  0
fo r a ll f i  w ith  1 <  i <  m . Since the Ay are nonzero elements o f F ,, they satisfy 
the polynom ials o f Sj^ and the points Pi^, I  <  j  <  d, satisfy the polynomials 
o f Sd3 and 5 j^, since they are points o f V ( /,} . Thus
s :=  ( ( A i , . . . , A j ) , ( P / , , . . . , P / J )  G V{Sd),
and 7  maps th is solution s o f Sd to  the codeword c.
I f  c has weight w less than d, then there are exactly w nonzero coordinates 
Q,, . . . ,  c ,  o f c, w ith  E yL i c i J i P . )  =  0, for a ll /  G { / i ,  Let
A i  = c , A u , _ i  =
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and choose .4^,, Au^+i, . . . , A d  from  F , \ { 0 }  such tha t A ,„+ i4^+ iH ------ 1-̂ 4̂  =  q „ .
By Lemma 3.2.7, there is a t least one way to  do this. Then, fo r any /  in
{  / l  » • • • 1 fm } )
0 =  +  • • • +  +  Q „/(P /„)
=  Aif {P i^)  H +  Ci^f{Pi„)
=  A\f{Pi^) H h A^-if{Pi^_^) +  Avif{Pi„) H f- Adf{Pi„),
since A^, 4 h =  c/^. Thus
((•^1Î • • • ) 11 A ^ , • • • 1 Ad), (Pjj ) • • • 1 P/„_i, Plui 1 • • • 7 ^Iw ) )
is a solution of Sd (where the point Pi^ occurs in  positions w through d). Note 
th a t 7  maps this solution to  the codeword c. □
R e m a r k  The proposition is not true for q = 2. In  tha t case, unless the 
m inim um  distance o f the code is 1 , the image o f 7  does not include codewords 
o f weights d—(2A:4-1), fo r any integer k. So i f  d is even, the image o f 4> contains 
on ly even-weight codewords, and i f  d is odd, the image o f 4> contains on ly odd- 
weight codewords. For example, fo r a b inary code o f length 5, suppose there 
is a codeword o f weight 4, and no codeword o f weight 5. Then a ll four nonzero 
coordinates of the weight-4 codeword must be 1, because 1 is the on ly nonzero 
element o f Fg. A  solution s to  S5 has to  have A i =  A 2 =  • • • =  A 5 =  1. Four 
o f the five A, must be coefficients o f the points associated w ith  the nonzero 
coordinates of the weight-4 codeword. The other coeflBcient, which is also 1 , 
must be associated to some po in t. I t  cannot be a point different from  the four 
associated w ith  the codeword, fo r th a t would mean the code has a codeword o f 
weight 5. But it  cannot be one o f the four points associated w ith  the weight-4 
codeword, either, because then the sum o f the coefficients associated w ith  tha t 
po in t is zero, which im plies the code has a codeword o f weight 3, three o f whose 
nonzero coordinates match those o f a codeword of weight 4 (so the m inim um  
distance o f the code is 1). However, we may m odify our procedures fo r finding
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minim um  distance to take th is d ifficu lty  into account. We w ill discuss th is 
later; for now, we assume q ^  2 .
C o r o lla r y  3.2.15 I f  the image o f 'y  is not equal to (0, . . . , 0 ) ,  then the 
minimum distance o f C  is less than or equal to d.
Next, we count the number o f elements o f T  tha t 7  maps to (0 , . . . ,  0). We 
have already seen tha t the set T  =  V(Sd) is fin ite  [Lemma 3.2.9], so it  makes 
sense to ta lk  about counting elements o f 7 ~^(0 , . . . ,  0 ).
D e f in it io n  3.2.16 [St, pp. 28-29] For a positive integer d, define a partition  
o f d to be a sequence A =  (A i , . . . ,  Ajt), (where each A,- is a nonnegative integer) 
such tha t ^  A, =  d and A% >  Ag >  - >  A*. It  is usual to ignore tra ilin g  zeros. 
For example, we consider (3,2,2,1) and (3,2,2,1,0,0) the same pa rtition  o f 
8 . The nonzero terms are called the parts o f A. I f  there are k nonzero terms, 
we say tha t A has k parts. A  convenient way to w rite  a p a rtition  A, where A 
has r,- parts equal to i, is A =  (1 '’*, 2'^,- ■ •), where we may om it the exponent 
1 and terms w ith  r i =  0 . For example,
(5 ,5 ,5 ,4,2,2,2 ,2,1) =  ( l \ 2 \  3°, 4 \  5=) =  (1 ,2 \  4,5^).




(3 .1 .1 ) =  (12,3)
(2 . 2 . 1 ) = ( 1 , 2")
(2 , 1 , 1 , 1 ) =  ( 1 \ 2 )
( 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ) =  (15)
D e f in it io n  3.2.18 Let A =  ( d i , . . . ,  d t) be a p a rtitio n  o f d w ith  k parts. We 
say a d-tuple u o f V ‘̂  is associated to A i f  there are k d is tin c t points , . . . ,  
of V  such that Pj^ occurs d^ times as a coordinate of u, I  <  w <  k.
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E x a m p l e  3.2.19 The p a rtitio n  A =  (3 ,2 ,2 ,1 )  o f 8  has 4 parts. For V  =  
{P i , . . . ,P s } ,  the 8 -tup le  u =  {P^, Pz, P^, P^, P\, P \, Pz, Pa) is associated to A 
because there are 4 d is tin c t points Pz,Pz,Pi,Pa  o f V  w ith  P5 occurring 3 
times as a coordinate o f u, P3 occurring 2  times. P i occurring 2 times, and P4 
occurring 1 tim e.
R e m a r k  3.2.20 Note th a t each element o f is associated to exactly one 
p a rtition  o f d.
P r o p o s it io n  3.2.21 Let V  =  { P i , . . . , P „ } .  Let A =  ( A [ \ . . . , A [ ' )  be a
partition  o f d, and le t k =  r i  -{----- +  r/ be the number o f parts o f  A. Then
there are exactly
elements o fV ‘̂  associated to A.
P r o o f .  There are ways to choose k d is tin c t points P j j , . . . ,  P,̂ , from  
the n points o f V. There are k \ /v i \ - - -  r;! ways to assign the parts o f A to the 
selected k points. Let u be a point o f such tha t each Py„ occurs its  assigned 
number o f times for w =  1 , . . . ,  A:. Then a ll the elements o f V'^ associated to A 
are obtained by perm uting the coordinates o f u in  every possible way. There are 
d \ / (A i!)’’' • • • (A;!)'’' d is tin c t ways to do th is. Using the m ultip lica tion  princip le, 
we obtain the result. □
L em m a  3.2.22 Let s =  ( ( A i , . . . , v4j), ( P , , . . . , P^)) € T. Then y{s) =  
(0 , . . . ,  0 ) i f  and only i f  the sum o f the coefhcients Ai- associated to the po in t 
Pj is zero fo r I  <  j  <  n.
P r o o f .  T his follows im m ediately  from  the  definition of the  m ap 7  and  the  
fact th a t the  basis elem ents of F ” are  linearly  independent. □
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T h e o re m  3.2.23 For 7  deûned as in  Proposition 3.2.14,
|7~'(0, . . . , 0 ) 1 =  g  (zx, r - - -  (zx ,y  ( l )  ( k \ / r , l . . .  r,!)(d !/(A i lY^ ■.. (A,!)'"').
where A j is the set o f a ll partitions ofd, and where a partition  A =  (A[^, . . . ,  A[' ), 
with the number o f parts o f A equal to k =  r i   hr/.
P r o o f .  Let v =  ( ( o i , . . . ,  a j ) ,u )  6  x  V^. Suppose u is associated to
the p a rtitio n  A =  (AJ*, . . . ,  A ['). Rewrite A =  ( d i , . . . , dfc) w ith  /: =  H Hr,.
Then there are k d is tinct points F,-,, . . . ,  o f V  occurring as coordinates of 
u, w ith  Pj. occurring d,- times. Let A , i , . . . ,  be the coeflBcients o f Pj^ in 
V. Note th a t a ll these coordinates are nonzero. By Lemma 3.2.20, 7 (2;) =  0 i f  
and only i f  ^iw =  0  fo r f =  1 , . . . ,  A:.
By D efin ition 3.2.4, there are exactly Zj. ways to choose nonzero a,u,, 
w =  l , . . . , d f ,  from F , so th a t a ,i +  . . .  +  a,-j. =  0. Hence there are ex­
actly =  (^At)’'*•••  ways to  choose the a.u,, 1 <  w <  d,,
1 <  i  <  Ar, so tha t . . . ,  Oj), u) = 0 .
By Proposition 3.2.21, there are ^2)(A:!/r i! . . .  r;!)(d !/(A i!) ’'‘ . . .  (A;!)'"') ele­
ments u €V '^  associated to A. Thus, there are
(ZA,)" r , ! ) ( a / ( A i! r  . .(A ,!)'-')
elements { ( o i , . . . ,  Oj), u) o f 7 "% 0 ) w ith  u associated to A.
Since each element u of is associated to exactly one p a rtitio n  A o f d, we 
may take the sum over a ll p a rtitions A o f d to obtain
h - ' ( ( 0 . . . . . 0 ) ) | =  . . . ( A , ! D .
as we wanted. □
D e f in it io n  3.2.24 Define No =  No(d) to  be |7"X(0, • • • ,0))| fo r the system 
Sd.
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E x a m p l e  3.2.25 Suppose C is a code o f length, n =  7 over Fg. (So q =  8 ). An 
example o f such a code is the Reed-Solomon code whose p a rity  check m a trix  
is given by the polynom ial evaluation m atrix
a
(
a 2 « 2 «4 «5 a® «^ = 1
\
f l  =  1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1
/z  — 37 a « 2 «4 «5 a® 1
fa =  3:2 (« 2)2 (« 2)2 (« ^ )2 («2)2 («® )2 1 /
However, the details o f C ’s p a rity  check m a trix  are unnecessary to calculate 
iVo(d), which depends only on n, q, and d. Suppose firs t tha t d =  3.
The partitions o f 3 are
(3)
(2, 1)
( I , l , l )  =  (l3).
Since zi =  0, partitions containing a 1 contribute nothing to the sum Aq. Thus 
in  th is case we need only calculate the term  corresponding to  the p a rtition  3 
o f 3.
For A =  (3), we have
(ZA, r  "  (ZA,)" (fc!/ri! • ■ • r , t X d \ / W . r  ■ ■ ■ (X,!)'-) =  (23) Q  (3 !/3 !). 
Since
-3  =  (9  — 1)^ — Z2 =  (9  — 1)^ -  (9  — 1)^ +  0 =  7  ̂— 7 =  42, 
we obtain
No(3) = 4 2 - 7  =  294.
Next suppose tha t d =  4. The partitions o f 4 are
(4)
(3.1)
(2 . 2 ) =  (2 >̂
(2 , 1 , 1 ,)  =  (1 2 , 2 )
( 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ) =  (1^).
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As before, those partitions containing a 1 contribute nothing to iVo(4), so for 
A =  (4), we have
M  (M /n ! • ■ ■ r,!)(d l/(A i!)'' ■ ■ ■ A,r') 
and fo r A =  (2,2), we have
(ZA, r  - - (% ,)" M  ( t ! / r . !  ■ ■ ■ r,!)(d !/(A ,!)"  ■ ■ ■ (A ,!)'') =  (z,)^ Q  (2 !/2 !)(4 !/(2 !)^).
Since 24 =  7  ̂— 23 =  343 — 42 =  301, and since zg =  7, we obtain 2107 for the 
firs t term  and 49 • 21 • 6  =  6174 fo r the second.
The ir sum, A o(4), is 2387 +  6174 =  8281.
We calculate the to ta l number o f solutions N  to  the system Sd using the 
software package Gb [Fau] th a t computes a Grobner basis fo r Sd and also 
computes the number o f points in  V{{Sd))- We then compare N  and N q to 
see i f  the code C  has codewords o f weight d or less.
The results o f the com putation are that the number o f solutions to the
system Sz is iV (3 ) =  294 zmd the number o f solutions to the system ^ 4  is
N{4) =  14161. Since Wo(3) =  294, there are no nonzero codewords for this 
code o f weight less than or equal to  3. Since W (4 ) =  14161 and A o(4) =  8281, 
the difference iV(4) — Wo(4) =  14161 — 8281 =  5880 >  0 te lls us tha t there are 
codewords o f weight less than or equal to 4. Since we already know there are 
no codewords o f weight less than or equal to 3, we know tha t a ll the solutions 
not counted in  N q  belong to codewords o f weight 4. Thus the ir number is the 
number o f a ll the permutations o f the nonzero coeflBcients o f the codewords of 
weight 4. Hence, there are { N  — iVo)/4! =  5 8 8 0 /2 4  =  245 codewords o f weight 
4. This figure is corroborated by [TV , p. 41].
R e m a r k  We can, i f  necessary, m odify Sd so th a t we are looking for solutions 
associated w ith  a subfield subcode o f C. This is easy to do by changing the
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polynom ials aj~^ — 1 to  — 1 , where is a subfield o f F ,. We would 
also have to  change the way th a t we calculate N q, by computing the numbers 
Zi w ith  respect to % rather than g.
We now return to the case q =  2. As we discussed earlier, when q =  2, 
j {V{Sd))  is not necessarily the set o f a ll codewords o f weight less than or equal 
to d. However, i t  is certa in ly true th a t 7 (V’(5 j/)) does contain aU codewords 
o f weight d. Therefore, i f  we already know tha t a code C  has no codewords of 
weight s tric tly  less than d, then N{d) >  Ao(d) means tha t C  has at least one 
codeword o f weight exactly d. Our usual method to  determine the m inim um  
distance o f a code is going to be to  find  a lower bound b fo r the m inim um  
distance, then carry out computations fo r Sb,Sb+i,. . .  u n til we have N  >  N q. 
We can use th is  same method fo r ç =  2.
3.3 A  Lower Bound on M inim um  Distance 
In certain cases we can find a lower bound on the m inim um  distance o f a linear 
code when i t  is presented as an affine variety code. Such a bound allows us to 
reduce the number o f ideals {Sd) fo r which we must compute a Grobner basis 
in  order to find the code’s m inim um  distance using the methods o f Section 3.2.
The m ateria l in  th is section is adapted from  parts of [HLP], where it  is 
given in  de ta il fo r evaluation codes and th e ir duals.
Let N  be the set o f positive integers (1 ,2 ,3 , . . . } ,  and let Nq be the set o f 
nonnegative integers {0 ,1 ,2 ,3 , . . . } .  Let A  be a commutative ring  w ith  1 tha t 
contains a field F  as a subring. Note th a t we may regard i? as an F-vector 
space; hence R  has a basis { / i ,  / g , . . . } .  (In  our case, R  is usually F , [ z i , . . . ,  Zg], 
F • • • 1 ^s \/^  1 or F g [z i, . . . , ^a\!-IgO 
Consider a map
p : R  — Ï No U { —oo}.
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D e f in it io n  3.3.1 [HLP, p. 20] T he m ap p is called  an  order function  on R 
if, for all f , g , h  E R, the  following conditions hold:
(0 .0 )  p { f )  =  — G O  i f  and  only i f  /  =  0.
(0 .1 )  p{Xf)  =  p { f )  fo r a ll nonzero A 6  F .
( 0 .2 ) p { f  +  g) <  mayi{p{f) ,p{g)},  and equality holds when p { f )  <  p{g). 
(0 .3 )  I f  p { f )  <  p{g) and h 0, then p { fh )  <  p{gh).
(0 .4 )  I f  p { f )  =  p{g), then there exists a nonzero A G F  such tha t p { f  — Xg) <  
P{9)-
D e f in it io n  3.3.2 [HLP, p. 20] T he m ap p is called  a  weight function if  it is 
an  order function  on R  and in addition  satisfies:
( 0 .5 )  p{ fg )  = p { f ) + p { g ) .
P r o p o s it io n  3.3.3 Suppose R has an order function p. Then there exists a 
basis {/,• : i  G N } o f R over F  such that p{ f i )  <  p { f i+ i)  for all i  G N .
P r o o f . See [HLP, p. 24, Proposition 3.12]. □
D e f in it io n  3.3.4 [HLP, p. 55] Let R  have an  order function p. F ix  a basis 
{/,■ : i  G N }  o f R  such tha t p{Ji) <  p (/,+ i). The number I ( L i)  is the unique 
I such tha t p ( f i f j )  =  p{fi )-  The basis elements w ill be called monomials, and 
the set o f monomials w ill be denoted hy M .  I f  /  =  A,/,- and Xj 0, then
{ f i  : A,- 7  ̂ 0 } is called the support o f / .  The leading monomial o f /  is /y and 
is denoted by lm { f ) .
We gave a review o f Grobner bases in  Section 2.2. The fo llow ing theorem 
characterizes Grobner bases, using the notation above.
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T h e o r e m  3.3.5 [HLP, p. 56, Theorem 6.4] Let B be a. Snite set in  R. Then 
B is a Grobner basis i f  and only i f
: f  G {B), /  ^  0 } =  { /m (6m) : 6 G S , 6 ^  0, m G A4}.
P r o o f . See [HLP].
D e f in it io n  3.3.6 [HLP, p. 56] The foo tprin t or A  set o f a Grobner basis B  is 
defined by
A ( 5 )  =  M \ { lm ( b m )  : b G B,b  ^  G,m G M .}.
R e m a r k  I f  5  is a Grobner basis fo r the ideal I  in  R, then the fo o tp rin t A{B)  
is a set o f representatives fo r a basis o f i l / / .
D e f in it io n  3.3.7 [HLP, p. 23, CLO, p. 73] Let w =  ( w i , . . . ,  u;,) be an s- 
tuple o f positive integers. For a =  ( o i , . . . ,  q^) G Ng, le t X °  =  - z * ' be a
monom ial o f F [ z i , ...,.%,] (where in  th is case we use the term  monomial in  the 
usual sense). The weighted degree wdeg(X°‘) o f the monom ial is defined 
by wdeg{X°)  =  ctjWj, and the weighted degree o f a nonzero polynom ial 
/  =  12 ^ aX ^  is defined by wdeg(f) =  max.{wdeg{X°) : Xq ^  0 }. The total 
weighted degree lexicographic order is defined by X °  < w  X ^  i f  and only 
i f  wdeg{X‘̂ ) <  wdeg{X^) or wdeg{X°)  =  wdeg{X^) and X °‘ < l X ^ ,  where 
< i  is the lexicographic order o f D efin ition 2.2.19.
P r o p o s it io n  3.3.8 Let I  be an ideal in  F [ z i , . . . ,  z^] with Grobner basis 
B w ith respect to < ^ . Suppose that the elements o f the foo tp rin t o f I  have 
m utua lly  d is tinct weighted degrees and that every element o f B  has two mono­
mials o f highest weighted degree in its  support. Then there exists a weight 
function p on R =  F [ z i , . . .  ,Zs ] / /  with the property that p { f )  =  wdeg{f), 
where f  is the coset o f f  modulo / ,  fo r a ll polynomials f .
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P r o o f .  [HLP, p. 57, Proposition 6 .8 .].
Thus, fo r a fin ite  affine variety V  =  { P i , . . . ,  P „} Ç F®, where V  =  V(Iq) 
w ith  Iq satisfying the conditions o f the preceding proposition, there is a weight 
function p on F , [ x i , . . . , x , ] / / , .
In  th a t case, we can use the fo llow ing theorem to obtain a lower bound on 
the m inim um  distance o f aflfine variety codes C [ I ,  L) for certa in subspaces L
o f F q [x i, , X ^ lIq .
O ur notation is as follows. (Some o f th is notation was introduced in the 
remark a t the end o f section 1.1.) For R  having an order function p, let 
<p : R  — > F " be a surjective linear map o f F,-algebras. Let Lk be the vector 
space w ith  { / i , . . . ,  fk }  as a basis, where {/,• : i  e N } is a basis o f R  over F , 
such tha t p{f i )  <  p{f i+ i)  for a ll i  G N . Let Ek =  <p{Lk) and le t Ck be the dual 
code o f Ek.
T h e o re m  3.3.9 [HLP, p. 30, Theorem 3.21] Let p be a weight function. Then 
the m inimum distance o f Ek is a t least n —p{fk) . I f  p{fk) <  n, then dim{Ek) =  
k.
P r o o f . See [HLP, p. 30].
T h e o re m  3.3.10 For an affine variety code C { I ,L ) ,  where I  satisfies the 
conditions o f Proposition 3.3.8, i f  a set { / i , . . . ,  /m} o f representatives (preim­
ages) o f the polynomials f i , . . . , f m  spanning L are linearly independent in 
F , [ x i , . . . ,  Xs]/ /  and can be extended to a basis
{ .fl 1 • • • 7 /m 7 fm+17 • • •}
o f  F , [ x i , . . .  ,Xs]/7 so that p(f i )  <  p { f j )  for all i , j ,  I  <  i  <  j ,  then the 
minimum distance o f C  is at least n — p{fm)-
P r o o f .  Since I  satisfies the conditions o f Proposition 3.3.8, there is a weight
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function p on i l  =  F , [ x i , . x , ] / / .  By the other assumptions in  the statement 
o f the theorem, we have a ll the conditions for Theorem 3.3.9. I t  follows th a t the 
evaluation code Ek has m inim um  distance at least n —p{fk), by Theorem 3.3.9. 
B ut Em =  C { I , L )  by the remark im m ediately before Section 1.2. Therefore, 
the m inim um  distance o f C  is at least n — p{fm)- □
There is also a lower bound for the m inim um  distance o f certain affine 
variety codes C ^ { I , L ) .  To understand th is bound, we need some additional 
definitions and results.
Recall we defined Lk above as the vector space w ith  { / i , . . . ,  /&} as a basis, 
where i  €  N }  is a basis o f R  over F , such th a t p (/,) <  p (/,+ i) for a ll 
i  G N . Recall also th a t the number is defined as the smallest positive 
integer k such th a t /,/,•  6  Lk-
REM.A.RK The function is s tric tly  increasing in  both arguments. This 
happens because p is an order function and hence satisfies condition (0 .3 ) of 
D efin ition 3.3.1. T ha t condition requires tha t i f  p ( / )  <  p{g) and h ^  0, then 
p{ fh )  <  p{gh).
D e f in it io n  3.3.11 [HLP, p. 31] Define Nk =  { ( i j )  E : l { i j )  =  A: +  1}. 
Let Uk be the number o f elements o f Nk.
D e f in it io n  3.3.12 [HLP, p. 32] The order bounds SoRoik) and SoRD,ip{k) 
are defined by
^ORoik) =  min{i/fc/ : k' >  k } ,
^ORoAk) =  min{i/jk, : k '  >k,Ck> Ck>+i}.
T h e o r e m  3.3.13 [HLP, p. 33] The numbers SoRoik) and 5oRD,<fi{k) are lower 
bounds for the m inim um  distance o f Ck. Furthermore, dm\n{Ck) >  ^ORD,<f>{k) >  
^ORoik).
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P r o o f . See [HLP, p. 33].
T h e o r e m  3.3.14 For an aÆne variety code C  =  C ^ { I , L ) ,  where I  satis­
fies the conditions o f Proposition 3.3.8, i f  a set o f representatives (preimages) 
{ / i , -  . , / m }  fo r the polynomials f i , . . . , f m  spanning L  are linearly  indepen­
dent in  F , [ x i , . . . , Xs] / I  and can be extended to a basis { / i , . . . ,  /m , /m + i, • • •} 
fo r F q [x i , . . .  ,Xs ] / f  so that p(f i )  <  p ( f j )  for all i , j ,  1  <  i  <  j ,  then the 
m inim um  distance o fC  satisfies fimin(C) >  ^ORD,ifi{fn) >
P r o o f .  Since I  satisfies the conditions o f Proposition 3.3.8, there is a 
weight function p on R =  F , [ x i , . . .  ,Xs] / I .  Then p is an order function, by 
D efin ition  3.3.2. W ith  the other assumptions in  the statement o f the theorem, 
we therefore have a ll the conditions to  apply Theorem 3.3.13. Hence, there 
are lower bounds 5oRD,<p{k) and SoRoik) fo r the m inim um  distance dmi„ of 
Ck satisfying dm!n(C't) >  5oRD,Uk) >  ^ORoik), by Theorem 3.3.13. B ut, by 
the rem ark im m ediately before Section 1.2, C =  L) =  Cm- Therefore,
^min(C) ^  ^ORD.tpi^) ^  ^ORd ( ^ ) • D
R e m a rk  Feng and Rao [PR] show th a t, in  special cases, fo r a proper subspace 
L '  o f L , the m inim um  distance o f C  =  C-^{ I ,L ')  may be at least as large as 
where the notation is the same as the notation o f Theorem 3.3.14. 
In  th is case we improve the dimension o f the code while retaining a guaranteed 
m inim um  distance.
E x a m p l e  3.3.15 [PR, p. 1685, Example 3.3]. Let I  =  { x ^ y + y ^ + x )  Ç Fg[z, 2/]. 
Then V(Is)  is the affine K lein quartic curve x^y +  y^ x =  0 over Fg; there 
are 22 points in  V{Iq).
Consider the code C  =  C-^{I ,L) ,  where L  =  { l , y ,xy ,x ^y ) .  In  [PR], th is 
code is discussed at length and a lower bound computed fo r its  m inim um  
distance, using a method that extends the polynom ials l , y , x y , x ^ y  to  a basis
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fo r Fg[x,y ] / / 8  and then computes for k  =  1 , . . .  ,22, (which Feng and 
Rao ca ll the N  sequence). Feng and Rao obta in  a lower bound o f 3 for the 
m inim um  distance o f th is code.
Now th a t we have a lower bound on the m inim um  distance o f C , we can 
use the m ethod o f Section 3.2 to find  C ’s true m inim um  distance. F irst, we 
calculate the integer N q{3), fo r n =  22 (since there are 22 points in  V{Iq))  and 
g =  8.
The pa rtitions o f 3 are
(3)
(2, 1)
(1 , 1 , 1 ) =  (13).
Since zi = 0 , p a rtition s containing a 1 contribute nothing to the sum Thus 
in  th is case we need only calculate the term  corresponding to the p a rtitio n  3 
o f 3.
For A =  (3), we have
(ZA.)" ■ ■ • (ZX.Y' Q  (kt/n< ■ ■ ■ r,!)(<i!/(A,!)'-- ■ ■ • (A,!)” ) =  (2 3 ) M  P !/3 !).
Since
*3 — (9  “  1)^ ~  ^ 2  — {q ~  1)^ — (9  — 1 ) ^ + 0  — 7̂  — 7 =  42,
we obtain
N q{3) =  42 • 22 =  924.
Next, we calculate the to ta l number o f solutions N{3) to the system S3 , 
using the software package Gb [Fan] tha t computes a Grobner basis fo r S3 and 
also computes the number o f points in  V{{S 3 )). We then compare N  and Nq 
to see i f  the code C  has codewords o f weight 3 or less.
The results o f the com putation are tha t the number o f solutions to the 
system S3 is N{3)  =  2100. Since jVo(3) =  924, the difference N{3) — Nq{3) =
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2100 — 924 =  1176 >  0 te lls us th a t there are codewords o f weight less than or 
equal to 3. Since we already know from  the lower bound we found earlier that 
there are no codewords o f weight less than 3, we know tha t a ll the solutions 
not counted in  N q belong to codewords o f weight 3. Consequently, 294 is the 
number o f a ll the perm utations o f the nonzero coefficients o f the codewords of 
weight 3. Hence, there are { N  — iVo)/3! =  1176/6 =  196 codewords o f weight 
3.
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